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ABSTRACT
This dissertation aims to describe how I can create a new business model to address the need to
intervene in systemic issues in an organization (i.e., decision making, cultural gaps, role
definition, conflict styles, business practices, value proposition, process capability, and data
collection) and its community (i.e., alcoholism, blight, crime, disease, drug addiction, education
reform, and underserved community unemployment) and create a better interdependent
connection between strategic management, business model innovation, financial planning,
corporate sustainability, and economic development processes in a business model to improve
systemic issues in an organization, and community permitting it to perform effective and
efficient social and financial initiatives. Furthermore, this dissertation gives a fresh, innovative
perspective on an alternate business model after contributing a deep viewpoint into the business
model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and
economic development of an organization's current business model. The scope of the integrative
literature review will cover the five spheres used to formulate an alternative business model,
including the business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate
sustainability, and economic development processes. The case study poses the qualitative
approach using hypotheses as to the three proposed explanations for the phenomena of business
model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and
economic development interconnection. After data collection from numerous sources, the
Alternate Business Model (ABM) theory is the diagnostic or active interdependent operation of
all the processes to formulate a strategic plan to change systemic issues. In this case, the ABM
was more diagnostic rather than active dynamic. Finally, I contribute as implications just how an
organization may use tools, methodologies, and the components of the ABM to change social
practices.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
My observation from living in Philadelphia urban communities during my youth and
adult life helps validate the systemic issues within the capitalistic business model and
community. Although I had a strong, supportive family, the capitalistic system challenged my
family like any other family, but my family championed the system through me. This
dissertation is an opportunity to address the systemic issues (i.e., decision making, cultural gaps,
role definition, conflict styles, business practices, value proposition, process capability, and data
collection). The latter systemic issues are within an organization and its community. The
dissertation also addresses how an organization could have played an integral part in alleviating
the following systemic problems (i.e., alcoholism, blight, crime, disease, drug addiction,
education reform, and underserved community unemployment) in its communities. Because the
current operation of an organization operates to focus on financial gain rather than social and
financial gain and concentrate on financial gain rather than considering the impact to society, this
meaningful thought into the latter processes of an organization will form an alternate business
model to operate with the social system.
For example, urban neighborhoods have corner convenience stores, combined Asian
eatery and convenience stores; it has bars, combined beer distributors, restaurants, convenience
stores full of items for sale to profit. Therefore, those organizations are the organizations
operating utilizing the current free enterprise business model. However, those organizations do
not have plans to make profits and enhance their communities. The producers of the products
sold in the latter organizations do not have plans to make profits and improve their communities.
The urban convenience store, combined Asian eatery, and convenience stores sell items like
cigar paper to roll marijuana cigarettes. Marijuana is a drug. Drug abuse causes addiction. Drug
1

addiction is a systemic issue in urban communities. Urban Asian eatery and convenience stores,
corner convenience stores, and cigar paper manufacturers do not address drug addiction in urban
communities. Drug addiction is not the only issue. Urban Asian eatery and convenience stores
sell junk food like sodas, candy, cakes, and chips. Sodas, candy, cakes, and chips cause obesity,
high blood pressure, and diabetes. Obesity, high blood pressures, and diabetes is a systemic
issue in urban communities. Urban Asian eatery and convenience stores and the manufactures of
sodas, candy, cakes, and chips do not address obesity, high blood pressure, and diabetes.
In another example, bars, combined beer distributors, restaurants, convenience stores sell
beer and alcohol in urban neighborhoods—beer and alcohol abuse cause addiction. Alcoholism
is a systemic issue in urban communities—bars, combined beer distributors, restaurants,
convenience stores do not address alcoholism in urban communities. The following example
regards the blight in urban communities. Real estate owners, including public and private, have
blighted properties in their possession, but the owners do not fix up the properties. Blight is a
natural disfigurement of communities like a wild, scientific disease. Like any disease, it can
cause an addiction, but the addiction is in terms of a habit. The habit would be to disregard the
beautification of the community. Blight is a systemic issue in urban communities.
Furthermore, for the parent education reform example, the business of urban publicschool systems provide education. However, that education does not produce necessary family
academic instruction. The complication of relaying quality education causes failing students like
uneducated students or dropouts. Inexperienced students or dropouts start families; then, their
kids begin school, and their kids go home to receive further guidance and motivation after the
teacher's guidance. Thus, parent education reformation is a systemic issue in urban communities.
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Therefore, the origin of the problem is the strategic leadership of an organization. The
administration of the urban businesses does not gather a problem in the urban community that
the organization's product or service plays an integral part in creating like the addressed
problems here; then, they do not determine their intervention for the problem. The businesses do
not take some current profits from the sale of the products or services to address the issue.
Otherwise, the companies do not have an initial plan to use future profits to address recurring
problems. In other words, businesses do not take responsibility by leading the creation,
implementation, and monitoring of business processes to change the impact that their capitalism
initiatives have on the social environment by changing or incorporating an alternative business
model into its organization. Furthermore, businesses do not have an alternative business model
to adapt to their systemic, broken, capitalistic business model.
Background and Justification
The systemic issues of communities relate to the capitalist business model, obstructing an
alternative business model intervention. During an independent study, I analyzed the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of various leadership's implicating and improving the
systemic issues in communities. I discovered that other leaders realize the systemic problems of
communities; however, leaders do not present a cause and intervention for the systemic issues of
communities. I found that leaders like me are attempting to implicate and improve systemic
issues of communities (i.e., alcoholism, blight, crime, disease, drug addiction, education reform,
and underserved community unemployment) using concepts from the typical capitalist business
model. Leadership addressed systemic community issues using several interventions, unlike this
dissertation's alternate business model intervention. Therefore, this dissertation is for
organizations committed to social change.
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From the independent study, the interventions of the systemic issues of communities
were the following:
1. JP Morgan Chase's philanthropy leadership
2. Assessing economic development
3. Planning by Economic Development Administration
4. Planning by The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC)
First, during the independent study, I identified that JP Morgan Chase addressed systemic
issues of communities by contributing money and their leadership expertise. For example, in the
JP Morgan Chase case, JP Morgan Chase was looking for a substantial change in the economic
environment, so the leadership of JPMC created a framework using their financial strength to
redevelop the systemic issue of the underdeveloped urban community Detroit. In addition,
JPMC created a systematic model using its four key pillars to define its philanthropic efforts.
The four key pillars or systemic issues are financial health, jobs and skills, neighborhood
revitalization, and small business expansion. So, I have here is JPMC's mention of the systemic
issues and a systematic model to improve the issues. I agree with JPMC's attempt to address the
systemic issues. Still, JPMC's model does not dissect the process of its model to address the
prevention of systemic issues in communities. Therefore, I propose an alternative business
model to address the systemic issues in the organization and its community.
Second, in the same independent study, I discovered leaders using an economic
framework for assessing development to address systemic issue interventions' success or failure
rate. In other words, leaders can determine if an intervention put in place to address the systemic
issues of communities facilitates success or failure. For example, leaders can utilize the
framework to assess the level of enthusiasm from potential stakeholders of the systemic issue
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intervention. The framework enables the leaders to make intervention modifications in their
favor to influence the project's approval. So, a leader can assess the societal impact by summing
up the estimation of the net effect on each of the most impactful participants (i.e., the internal
and external stakeholders). During the usage of market prices, the Private Returns calculation
subtracts Actual Wages Paid from Actual Revenues.
Then, using market prices, the Social Returns calculation is Actual Revenues minus
Wages at Opportunity Cost plus (Actual Wages Paid minus Actual Wages Paid). I agree with
the need for a framework to analyze the cost-benefit of a systemic issue intervention; however,
the latter framework only evaluates the views separating the social or economic impact of the
economic effects. Moreover, the framework does not address the evaluation of the systemic
issue interventions as a holistic coexisting framework combining social and monetary
implications. So, I propose an alternative business model to address systemic issue interventions
from a holistic combination of social and financial perspectives.
Third, I observed that the U.S. Economic Development Administration's (EDA) leaders
address the economic development of economically distressed communities by creating
interventions like employment, preserving existing jobs, and accelerating industrial and
commercial development using a diversity of investment systems. So, there is an
acknowledgment of systemic issues named underserved community employment and blight;
however, recipients of EDA funds and the EDA do not have an institutional integration process
connecting a contingency plan in the absence of planned federal funding availability in the
future. As a result, the occurrence of the same issues repeatedly threatens sustainable economic
development. Therefore, I propose an alternative business model to contribute to the EDA
interventions to improve systemic problems in communities. In turn, the alternative business
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model strengthens EDA's innovative intervention by strengthening private enterprise's business
systems leading to the stimulation of long-term, sustainable, impartial economic development.
Finally, during the independent study, I studied the Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission (DVRPC); it is the metropolitan planning organization for the Delaware Valley; it
is responsible for transportation and regional planning in the greater Philadelphia area. I derived
from my studies of DVRPC that the DVRPC acknowledges the systemic issues of a historically
sprawling development pattern and quality education. However, it does not address, or in its
position, demonstrate or relay frameworks to improve those systemic issues. As a result, I
propose an alternative business model to contribute intervention to acknowledge and enhance
communities with systemic problems.
What alternative business model intervention contributes to the latter four frameworks
and interventions to improve systemic issues in communities? The alternative business model is
the combination of strategic management, financial planning, business model innovation,
economic development, and corporate social sustainability processes. Thus, the research aims
and objectives of this dissertation are the following:
Research Aim
❖ To describe how I can create a new business model to address the need to
intervene in systemic issues in an organization and its community and create a
better interdependent connection between innovation, corporate social
sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and strategic
management formulated business models.
Research Objective 1
To integrate business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development,
financial planning, and strategic management processes into an alternative business model.
6

Research Objective 2
To validate the alternative business model.
Research Objective 3
To propose corrective practices.
Research Objective 4
To implicate the systemic issues using leadership tools.
By using the aims and objectives, I will be able to defend the answer to the following
research question with the P.I.C.O. Approach:
The PICO (population, intervention, comparator, and outcome) framework is a
structured approach for developing questions about interventions. For example, using the PICO
framework, I created the following question: Can business model innovation, corporate social
sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and strategic management processes
formulate an alternative business model rather than an organization's current business model to
improve systemic issues in an organization and its community?
Research Question and Introduction Leading into Integrative Literature Review
P.I.C.O. Approach
The PICO (population, intervention, comparison, and outcome) framework is a structured
approach for developing questions about interventions. Furthermore, (Schardt et al., 2007), the
PICO framework is used to develop literature search strategies, for instance, in systematic
reviews like an integrative literature review. The PICO acronym stands for
•

P – Patient, Problem, or Population

•

I – Intervention

•

C – Comparison, control, or comparator

•

O – Outcome(s)
7

Hence, using the PICO framework, I created the following question: Can business model
innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and
strategic management processes formulate an alternative business model rather than an
organization's current business model to improve systemic issues in an organization and its
community? The problem presented in this research question is the processes; the intervention
of the research question is the alternate business model; the comparison of the research question
is the current business model, and the outcome of the research question is the improvement of
systemic issues in an organization and its community. The latter PICO framework research
question intends to answer the question about the intervention (i.e., the Alternate Business
Model). The last PICO framework research question helped develop the literature search
strategy, an integrative literature review, and supported the latter research question.
The integrative literature review (i.e., the literature search strategy) helped devise the
process to look at the problem of the research question the parts of the operation of an
organization. Using the literature review focused on the research question, I aim to identify,
select, view, critique, and synthesize definitive research evidence and arguments pertinent to the
business processes.
The integrative literature review will generate new knowledge or contribute to current
knowledge on business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development,
financial planning, and strategic management processes through the process of review, critique,
and synthesis of the literature under investigation. To review, analysis and synthesize the
literature, I will perform the following:
1. Justify the Selection of Specific Publications
2. Explain the Selection of Specific Publications
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3. Identify the Topics/Themes
4. Provide Insight
5. Identify Significant Flaws or Gaps
6. Synthesize the Key Learnings
7. Link Relevant Knowledge to Case Study
In conclusion, as I transition into the literature review, identifying the framework of the
integrative literature review is pertinent. It helps conceptualize the integrative literature review.
Therefore, I present the following scope and framework. The scope of this integrative literature
review will cover the five spheres of the alternate business model formed from the business
model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and
economic development processes (see Figure 1.1). Economic development and corporate
sustainability are the two distinct processes of the dissertation’s scope and conceptual
framework, differentiating it from the scope and framework of typical business models.
THE FIVE SPHERES OF THE ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS MODEL

Figure 1.1: The Five Spheres of the Alternate Business Model
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Furthermore, I organized the integrative literature review into organized topics. During this
systematic review process, I broke the organized topics into the common business themes, also
known as the PICO framework question's problem, stated earlier. Thus, the following themes of
the body of the integrative literature review are:
Themes - Systematic Processes
1. Business Model Innovation
2. Strategic Management
3. Financial Planning
4. Corporate Social Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability
5. Economic Development
Consequently, the conceptual framework would look like the following framework (see
Figure 1.2):
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 1.2: Conceptual Framework
This conceptual framework states that business model innovation, strategic management,
financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and economic development are alternative
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business model variables. Furthermore, business model innovation, strategic management,
financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and economic development processes have
causal influence (cause-effect relationship) with business models, hence the arrow lines. The
business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate social
sustainability, and economic development processes connect (correlation) in the social executive
business system hence the merger triangle. The social executive business system is a system
where executives join to make critical decisions in adapting to social change surrounding their
environment, like systemic issues of communities. The social executive business system is also
where executives interact to accomplish joint initiatives like the alternate business model.
Roadmap to Dissertation
First, what will be studied? This dissertation is a chance to address the systemic issues
within an organization (i.e., decision making, cultural gaps, role definition, conflict styles,
business practices, value proposition, process capability, and data collection) preventing the
organization from addressing systemic issues in an organization’s community and how an
organization could have played an integral part in alleviating the problems systemic in its
communities (i.e., alcoholism, blight, crime, disease, drug addiction, education reform, and
underserved community unemployment). Currently, an organization focuses on financial gain
rather than social and financial gain or concentrates on financial growth without considering
strategic business initiatives important to society. This meaningful thought into five business
processes of an organization will formulate an alternate business model process to work with its
counterpart, the social system. Therefore, can business model innovation, corporate social
sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and strategic management processes
formulate an alternative business model rather than an organization's current business model to
improve systemic issues in an organization and its community? The problem presented in this
11

research question is the processes mentioned above; the systemic issues cause issues in decision
making, cultural gaps, role definition, conflict styles, business practices, value proposition,
process capability, and data collection, to name several issues. The intervention of the research
question will provide business tools and frameworks, and the alternate business model will be
the adhesive to hold the implications together; the comparison of the research question is the
current business model, and the outcome of the research question is the improvement of systemic
issues in an organization and its community. The problems in the processes are potentially
decision making, cultural gaps, role definition, conflict styles, business practices, value
proposition, process capability, and data collection, to name several.
Since I have an idea of the problems, I will conduct a literature review to find relevant
literature. What will be the scope of the literature review? The literature review will generate
new knowledge or contribute to current knowledge on the processes through review, critique,
and synthesis of the literature under investigation. During this systematic review process, I will
break the organized topics into the common business themes, also known as the PICO
framework question's problem (i.e., the processes mentioned above), to obtain relevant
knowledge to draw ideas.
The following is an idea of one of the several frameworks discovered from the literature
review. Sustainable Business Model Innovation, The Cambridge Business Model Innovation
Process: the goal was to develop tools and processes and help organizations bridge the design
implementation gap in sustainable business model innovation. The goal was essential to the
author because it supports the design of more sustainable business models. The nature of
sustainability was an essential concept in the latter literature and other findings, so I see a need to
incorporate sustainability in my model so that the model can continuously ease the ability to
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solve systemic issues in the processes mentioned above and maintain the level of effectiveness.
The other literature will also help decide ideas to take from the literature to use as design tools in
creating the alternate model.
From the scope of the research, I will create a conceptual framework to look into the
counterparts interaction of the aforementioned problem, including the organization. The
framework will be a visual representation of the relationship between variables that I will study.
I used the conceptual framework to make conceptual distinctions and organize ideas. For
example, the processes in the framework have causal influence (cause-effect relationship) with
business models. The processes connect (correlation) with one another in the social executive
business system. The social executive business system is a system where executives join to
make critical decisions in adapting to social change surrounding their environment, like systemic
issues of communities. The social executive business system is also where executives interact to
carry out joint initiatives like the alternate business model.
Second, what method will I apply to study the problem? I will use a specific case using
interview questions developed from the concepts and tools found in the literature review, and
using data from first-hand interviews, document(s), and artifact(s). Using critical thinking, I will
get information about severe mistakes, errors, and failures in the data of the current model.
Then, I will use the data from the case study to reduce the number and severity of mistakes,
errors, and failures in the model by defining the problems, searching for alternative solutions in
general, and selecting the best alternative. In turn, the case study will help decide the course of
action to improve the systemic issues.
Last, what results will I achieve? After the examination of the case study, I will conduct
decision-making and critical thinking. Can Berean use the processes to formulate an alternative
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business model rather than the current one to solve systemic issues in the organization and its
community? Then, I will use the data from the case study to reduce any severity of mistakes,
errors, and failures in the current model by defining the problems, searching for alternative
solutions in general, and selecting the best alternative. It will be here that the operation occurs to
propose alternative ways by using specific tools and frameworks to increase the processes of
Berean Institute. The tools to implicate the results will be the following:
1. Strategic leadership frameworks
2. Strategic organization development and change
3. Patterns of Strategy
4. Alternate Business Model Process
Now, I present the literature review.

14

CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Integrative Literature Review – Authoritarian Knowledge
Since this integrative literature review strategically guides the systematic study of
literature regarding the problem part of the PICO framework question, there is a need to justify
the utilization. Therefore, there is a need first to reiterate the problem part of the PICO
framework question and identify the themes of the literature. First, to repeat the problem,
readers must remember the problem part of the PICO framework question. The question is:
Can business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development,
financial planning, and strategic management processes formulate an alternative business
model rather than an organization's current business model to improve systemic issues in
an organization and its community? The latter PICO framework question's stated problem is
business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development, financial
planning, and strategic management processes. Therefore, to validate the utilization of the
literature, the literature needs to cover only the above processes named themes of the integrative
literature review.
Second, numerous publications exist about the latter themes (i.e., business model
innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and
strategic management processes). I chose the literature in this review because it illustrates
frameworks, methodologies, and tools about the themes in question. Since the Alternate
Business Model is a framework to solve systemic issues in an organization and its community, it
is advantageous to review concepts of the themes to identify solutions and contribute
contributions. The publications will support the aforementioned research aim and objectives.
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Consequently, I need to first analyze other frameworks and methodologies by conducting
an integrative literature review. The literature review will review, critique, and synthesize the
business processes to eliminate literature gaps, create new frameworks, tools, and
methodologies, or elaborate on current frameworks, tools, and methods to identify and discuss.
Therefore, a systematic review of the problem part of the PICO framework question will
help answer the PICO research question and generate new knowledge or contribute to current
understanding. In other words, the literature review publications are the systematic outcome
from creating topics/themes to focus on the PICO framework question and supporting meeting
the research aim and objectives.
Identifying the Themes
The themes of this integrative literature review are business model innovation, strategic
management, financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and economic development
processes.
1. (Osterwalder et al., 2010), a business model describes the rationale of how an
organization creates, delivers, and captures value in economic, social, cultural, or
other contexts. (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), The business model construction and
modification process are business model innovation and form a part of business
strategy.

2. Strategic management is a firm conducting entrepreneurial activities for
organizational renewal, growth, and transformation. The strategic management
process is a series of the following six tasks:
i.

Set a mission and goals
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ii.

Assess the business environment

iii.

Appraise company capabilities

iv.

Formulate the strategy

v.

Implementation of the strategy

vi.

Evaluate, control, and monitor the strategy

3. Financial planning is the process of determining how a person, family, or
business achieves its strategic financial goals and objectives after creating its
vision. The financial plan describes the necessities such as activities, equipment,
materials, and time to complete the financial goals and objectives. The following
are six steps of the financial planning process:
1. Establishing and defining the client relationship
2. Gathering client data
3. Analyzing and Evaluating the Client's Financial Status
4. Prepare the plan.
5. Implement the plan.
6. Review and revise the plan.
4. Corporate sustainability is a process to formulate long-term stakeholder value
by implementing a business strategy focusing on the ethical, social,
environmental, cultural, and economic dimensions to foster longevity,
transparency, and proper employee development.
5. Economic development is also a process. It is a process to improve a nation's

economic, political, and social well-being of the nation's people.

17

First Theme – Business Model Innovation
I chose two or three publications to review during the first theme and every other theme
of the literature review. I will provide insight, identify significant flaws or gaps, and synthesize
each publication of the theme one by one. The first theme of the literature review focuses on the
business model innovation process. (Osterwalder et al., 2010) defines a business model as a
rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value. The classic business
model consists of 9 building blocks consisting of the following blocks: Customer Segments (CS),
Value Proposition (VP), Channels (CH), Customer Relationships (CR), Revenue Streams (RS),
Key Resources (KR), Key Activities (KA), Key Partnerships (KP), and Cost Structure (CS).
I define the building blocks further by stating that the Customer Segments serve one or
several customer segments. Second, the Value proposition is the organization's process of
seeking the strategy to solve customer problems and satisfy customer needs. Third, the
Channels' block is the process of how to deliver the value proposition to customers using
communications, distributions, and sales channels. Fourth, the Customer Relationships' block is
establishing and maintaining the relationship with the customer. Next, the Revenue Streams are
the output of the successful delivery of the Value Proposition process.
Furthermore, the Key Resources are the assets required and delivered (CS, VP, CH, CR,
and RS). In addition, the Key Activities are the performances of the business model strategy for
the movement of the business model. Next, the Key Partnerships are outsourcing activities or
acquiring resources from internal and external sources via alliances. Lastly, the Cost Structure is
the part of the business model system detailing the incurrence of cost to operate the model. The
creator of all the parts of the business model formulates a plan or strategy so that the parts of the
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system can work together for value, benefit, gain, good, or profit. With the business model
definition in mind, I can look at the publications about business model innovation.
Literature of Themes
Literature of First Theme – Business Model Innovation
"Building Scalable Business Models – Strategy"
Providing insight to the first business model innovation publication (Nielsen & Lund
2018), their question was simply, "How do companies develop scalable business models? The
authors researched for over five years. The research focused on business model innovation of 10
networks of 92 collaborating companies using a longitudinal method of workshops, company
meetings, and observations. First, the research findings of the scalable business models report
state that the models are flexible and turn added resources into increasing returns. Second,
Scalability often involves connecting strategic partners to a company's value proposition. Lastly,
one key is to find innovative ways to leverage the resources of partners.
The contributions of this literature add another part to the 9 Building Blocks of the
Business Model Framework named Scalability. (Nielsen & Lund 2018) defined Scalability as "a
system's ability to expand output on demand when resources are added." The overall strengths of
Scalability are the scalable business model's ability to create a system of increasing returns due
to the innovation of novel resources. Furthermore, Scalability presents the strength of
connectivity of strategic partners of the Key Partners (KP) building block with the Value
Proposition (VP) building block. Since Business Model Innovation (BMI) is a process of
interconnected parts, Scalability affects the entire model (i.e., the eight other building blocks)
because its capacity changes in size involving the interrelated parts.
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Therefore, Scalability strengthens the business model by uniting strategy and alliances to
solve and satisfy customers' needs. For example, (Nielsen & Lund 2018) mention the following
effective patterns of the business model innovation process: new distribution channel, freeing the
business from current capacity constraints, outsourcing capital investments to partners, multiple
roles by customers and partners, and competitors becoming customers. This article focuses
methodically on the growth of the business by using the (BMI) process. The company's growth
within a business model can be customer growth, revenue growth, or both customer growth and
revenue growth dimensions. Growth focus is simply fine; dollars made with fewer expenses
using a scalable model excellency. Reducing expenses is an ideal component in the cost
structure. A scalable business model can use the input of Scalability to increase the value given
to the customer creating a loyal customer base and a new customer base.
In summary, the bottom line is to create a roadmap to business model scalability. The
roadmap encompasses the strategic implementation of the following patterns: new distribution
channel, freeing the business from current capacity constraints, outsourcing capital investments
to partners, multiple roles by customers and partners, and competitors becoming customers. The
strategic implementation of the patterns requires three steps. (Nielsen & Lund 2018) identifies
the following three steps: identify potential strategic partners, ask questions that reveal a road
map to Scalability, and analyze the scalability attributes of business model options.
Identifying the significant gaps in (Nielsen & Lund 2018), this literature could link all
components of the business model system besides the Key Activities, Customer Relationships,
Value Proposition, Channel, Key Activities, Key Resources, and Cost Structure. The design of
the business model interconnects with all parts of the business model. In other words, the
patterns stated in this literature break the business model process by excluding context for the
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business model system, such as Revenue Streams (RS) and Customer Segment (CS). The
patterns brought up in the literature were linkable conceptual to six out of the nine building
blocks of a business model (Osterwalder et al., 2010). Of course, readers can assume that the
results of a scalable business model would be an increased Revenue Streams (RS) because the
increased value may increase revenue. Therefore, an illustration of the revenue stream and
customer segment impact on a Scalable Business Model would show the conceptual increase of
more revenue streams.
For example, findings may be indicating that scalable business models may increase
revenue streams employing the patterns: new distribution channels, freeing the business from
current capacity constraints, outsourcing capital investments to partners, multiple roles by
customers and partners, and competitors becoming customers. What if the increased value
increases value just to the current Customer Segment (CS)? Then, customer loyalty would be
more positioned to keep a customer rather than lose a customer. Yet, it would not necessarily
mean an increase in the value to potential customers possessing no customer loyalty.
Synthesizing (Nielsen & Lund 2018), this literature adds to the current condition of
Business Model Innovation (BMI). The current state of BMI is a process, whereas leaders and
managers construct and modify the business model to create, deliver, and capture value for the
enterprise. By creating value, Scalability in this context frees the business from current capacity,
outsourcing capital investments to partners, and multiple roles by customers and partners. By
delivering value, Scalability in this context is new distribution channels, and by capturing value,
Scalability is competitors becoming customers. (Nielsen & Lund 2018) defined Scalability as "a
system's ability to expand output on demand when resources are added." Utilizing creating,
delivering, and capturing value, the literature depicts the creation, deliverance, and capture of
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value as the inputs causing the expansion of value due to the additional construction and
modification of the business model.
"The Cambridge Business Model Innovation Process - Design Thinking"
Providing insight into the second business model innovation publication (Geissdoerfer et
al., 2017), the goal was to develop tools and processes and help organizations bridge the design
implementation gap in sustainable business model innovation. The goal was essential to the
author because it supports the design of more sustainable business models. Facilitation is
necessary for an organization to be a sustainable, ambitious organization. There was an
identification of gaps, and the state of processes was to help enterprises bridge the gap in
sustainable business model innovation.
This literature aims to illustrate the utilization of the business model innovation process
to help sustain the economic system. Therefore, two processes interact with each other causing
an alternative outcome than before. In other words, business model innovation works
simultaneously alongside economic development (i.e., Economic development is a process in
which the improvement of the sector of people's economic, political, and social well-being in a
nation, continent, country, state, city, or community).
(Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) identified the process as a sustainable business model (SBM).
(Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) defines SBM as a simplified representation of the elements and the
interrelations between these elements that an organization employs to create, deliver, capture,
and sustainable exchange value for and collaborate with a broad range of stakeholders.
Therefore, the literature introduces the two economic development and business model
innovation processes from a big picture perspective impacting all the people in the system; then,
the literature uses the same concepts in a holistic sense for diverse stakeholders.
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To summarize, the tools and processes presented are supposed to guide organizations'
social business model innovation efforts and map the necessary activities and potential
challenges (Geissdoerfer et al., 2016). The Cambridge Business Model Innovation Process was
an exploration framework for a social start-up. After the exploration, (Geissdoerfer et al., 2016)
built the framework to innovate the design implementation gap in sustainable business model
innovation. The literature introduced the need for change in industrial patterns and social
behavior because, without modification, the longevity and profitability of industries will suffer
hindrance. Change to economic, environmental, social conditions needs to come from
companies and their stakeholders, creating holistic beneficial change.
The definition of business model per this literature (Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) "A
simplified representation of the elements of an organization and the interaction between these
elements for its systemic analysis, planning, and communication in-face of organizational
complexity." In comparison, (Osterwalder et al., 2010) define a business model as a rationale of
how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value. The classic business model consists of
9 building blocks consisting of the following blocks: Customer Segments (CS), Value
Proposition (VP), Channels (CH), Customer Relationships (CR), Revenue Streams (RS), Key
Resources (KS), Key Resources (KR), Key Activities (KA), Key Partnerships (KP), and Cost
Structure (CS).
The main concern of this literature is to comprise the utilization of business model
innovation and sustainability by designing a framework to fill the gaps of the interconnectedness
of the BMI process and the economic development process of an organization. The research
results were a theoretical framework, the Cambridge Business Model Innovation Process
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framework, and a case study. The business model process composition is three phases and eight
steps deep:
1. Ideation
2. Concept design
3. Virtual Prototyping
4. Experimenting
5. Detail Design
6. Piloting
7. Launch
8. Adjustment and diversification
Only the concept design phase received analysis in this literature, yet the author created a
research agenda of three research cycles to address further the research question "How can
organizations bridge the design-implementation gap of sustainable business model innovation?"
(see Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.1: The Design-Implementation Gap of Sustainable Business Model Innovation.
Identifying the significant flaws or gaps in (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), this literature did
not link all the Cambridge Business Model Innovation Process phases. First, this literature of the
business model innovation covered only the concept design. The concept design phase
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comprises the ideation, concept design, and virtual prototyping processes. Second, the research
study did not cover the detail design phase; the detail design phase includes the experimenting,
detail design, and piloting stages. Lastly, the research study did not cover the implementation
phases comprising the launch and the adjustment & diversification processes.
Synthesizing (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), this literature enhances the Business Model
Innovation (BMI) precision to give organizations a framework to improve their sustainability
ambitions. This literature is an innovation process for a sustainable business model. The present
state of BMI is a process, whereas leaders and managers construct and modify the business
model to create, deliver, and capture value for the enterprise. Therefore, the present state of this
literature is not to innovate just a business model; it is to innovate a sustainable business model
(SBM).
"Business Models and Organization Design - Organization Design"
Providing insight into the third and final publication of business model innovation
(Fjeldstad and Snow 2017), the purpose of the objective was to enable managers to better utilize
business model research in decision-making. The aim is threefold. First, this literature set out to
clarify and relate business model concepts to five elements: customer value propositions,
product/service offerings, value creation mechanisms, and value appropriation mechanisms.
Second, (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017} suggest the significance of the variable value configuration
in theorizing and model building (i.e., a process of business model construction and redesigning
is business model innovation). Lastly, linking business models to organization design also links
value configuration so that the explanation of new collaborative organizational forms illustrates
open and in good condition business models. The analysis in this literature helps to define future
research and management practice.
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This literature aims to illustrate the theoretical foundations of business models to
universal business by using operational and dynamic discourses. First, (Fjeldstad and Snow
2017} define a functional dimension as "How a firm conducts its business." Business conduct
occurs through product/service offerings, customer segments, key activities, and channels to
produce and deliver products and services. The business activities satisfy customers and sustain
the company. Second, to define the dynamic dimension, (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017} establishes
the meaning by stating, "The dynamic dimension of a business model refers to how a firm
changes and adapts over time.”
Furthermore, (Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) establishes the basis of the dynamic dimension
via the conceptualization of Forrester's (1958) goal -- to redesign an organization and its policies
to stand a better chance of success. We must notice the specific detail into the dynamic
dimension focus on an organization's individuality. Every firm conducts the business in the
same manner, operational dimension per this literature. Yet, every organization does not
necessarily change and adapt over time in the same way (i.e., dynamic dimension).
(Fjeldstad and Snow 2017} investigates value configuration from the business
perspective. In contrast, product/services match customer's needs, value proposition matches up
with customers' willingness to pay, and a firm's production matches customers, suppliers, and
partners. The specifics of the value configuration focus on an organization's circumstances and
depend on an organization's value chain, the value shop of an organization, and an organization's
value network. Value configuration is supposed to administer exploration throughout business
model innovation to explain better, predict and enable intervention. (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017}
states that intervention is a primary goal of organizational design and redesign to improve
organizational effectiveness and efficiency.
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In summary, the concepts in this conceptualization of business model innovation help
strategize, design and redesign. The business model in this literature is a holistic perspective
from a systematic perspective. In contrast, the value configuration's chain, shop, or network
interacts with the business model to cause interventions. Value configuration is a composition of
the value chain, the value shop, and the value chain.

(Fjeldstad and Snow 2017) defines the

groups of value configuration in the following terms. Value chain transforms inputs into
products, whereas scale, capacity utilization, and the flow of components are the inputs alongside
tailoring the latter inputs for value to the customers (Porter, 1985). Value shop resolves
customer issues in a case-by-case scenario. Lastly, a value network links customers, channels,
and segments to provide products, services, and communications. Intervention is vital in the text
because it relates to business model innovation (i.e., a process of business model construction
and redesigning is business model innovation). Intervention is improving organizational
effectiveness and efficiency through organizational design and redesign (Fjeldstad and Snow
2017).
Identifying the significant gaps in this literature (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017) limits the
business model to just value proposition, the role of customers, value creation mechanism, and
value appropriation mechanisms when you compare the business model to (Osterwalder et al.,
2010) definition. That is a business model rationale for how an organization creates, delivers,
and captures value. The classic business model consists of 9 building blocks consisting of the
following blocks: Customer Segments (CS), Value Proposition (VP), Channels (CH), Customer
Relationships (CR), Revenue Streams (RS), Key Resources (KS), Key Resources (KR), Key
Activities (KA), Key Partnerships (KP), and Cost Structure (CS). (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017) a
business model is light on components, but it is heavy on value. Value is a significant part of
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other scholars' models. For example, (Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) mentions sustainable business
models in terms of sustainable value creation due to their roots in corporate sustainability. The
sustainable part originates from corporate sustainability, and the value creation stems from the
longitudinal research of business models.
Synthesizing (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017), this literature strengthens the implication of
research and management practice of business models and value configuration. The research in
this literature makes valid points for business model innovation utilization:
1. Understand value creation in your firm.
2. Have a plan for changing your business model.
3. Know how collaboration fits into your firm's business model.
4. Anticipate the future of your firm's business model.
First, value creation is the foundation of the business model. (Osterwalder et al., 2010)
defines a business model as a rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures
value. Secondly, a plan in place is strategy. Strategy falls in the process of strategic
management. If an organization connects business model innovation with the latter strategic
management process, processes are systematically interconnected. Thirdly, knowing the
collaborative works between interpersonal and inter-organizational and the investments to
develop joint capabilities into your firm's business model is a specific recommendation to new
business models. However, interpersonal and inter-organizational are necessary for a current
business model and a new business model in this literature. Lastly, the anticipation of a change
in an organization's business model is a business model innovation. The expectation is an
outlook into business opportunities like emerging trends such as the sharing economy and
circular economy, to name a couple.
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Second Theme – Strategic Management
The second theme of the literature review focuses on the strategic management process. I
will provide insight, identify significant flaws or gaps, and synthesize each publication of the
theme one by one. Strategic management is a firm conducting entrepreneurial activities for
organizational renewal, growth, and transformation. The strategic management process is a
series of the following six tasks:
i.

Set a mission and goals

ii.

Assess the business environment

iii.

Appraise company capabilities

iv.

Formulate the strategy

v.

Implementation of the strategy

vi.

Evaluate, control, and monitor the strategy

Literature of Second Theme – Strategic Management
"A Strategic Management Maturity Model for Innovation - Strategic Management"
In (Demir 2017), the contribution of this literature contributes innovation to the process
of strategic management. The literature aligns innovation with business strategies. In addition,
this innovation is the main component of sustainable growth. The name of this innovation is a
model named Maturity Model for Innovation. (Demir 2017) defines strategic management as a
five-step process comprising leadership, formulation, execution, integration, and innovation.
Innovation is the response to the dynamic business environment and customer behaviors. The
maturity model in this literature comprises seven dimensions of strategic management and six
maturity levels to assess strategic management maturity.
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This literature aims to develop a model that any organization can use to evaluate the
maturity of its strategic management (Demir 2017). The aim of (Demir 2017) was generally to
enable executives to identify the maturity level of strategic management in any organization;
however, it is for organizations in the innovation process. Maturity models cover a wide range
of matters, from organizations conducting organizational development to business analysis. All
organizations goal is sustainable and profitable growth, yet the high-impact innovative firm is the
firm to monopolize and dominate the market for lengthy periods. For example, Amazon is a
high-impact innovative firm in a monopolizing and dominating state. Organizations are
productive, but excellent organizations are the most creative. For example, Apple is one of the
most innovative technology firms, and most scholars would agree that Apple is a fantastic
organization from an innovative perspective.
The first significant aspects of this literature are the five mandatory steps of the strategic
management process: leadership, formulation, execution, integration, and innovation (see Figure
2.2). First, leaders are visionaries who set strategic goals, create, distinguish, sustainable growth,
and eccentric values. Second, the formulation of goals, objectives, and strategies occurs in the
formulation step. Last, the strategic plan aligns with the strategic goals for execution. Next, the
integration step can only fulfill operation status by aligning the organization structure, culture,
business model, processes, and systems with the strategy. Lastly, sustainable innovation is
achievable by integrated and effectively managed organizations (Demir 2017).
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Figure 2.2: The Five Proposed Steps for a Strategic Management Process
The following significant aspects are about the actual maturity model for innovation
itself. The model comprises seven different dimensions named below:
1. Leadership: Executive teams, decision-making, and encouragement of innovation.
2. Planning & Executing: Effective plan including goals/objectives, implementation,
and monitoring of the plan.
3. Processes & Tools - Designed for continuous innovation, flexible, agile, and lean,
integrated into corporate strategies.
4. Structure & Model - Designed to achieve long-term strategic goals.
5. People & Culture - Aligned with strategies, cultivate innovation.
6. Performance Management - Performance indicators and metrics, Key
performance indicators (KPIs), measuring new business model, product/service,
or market.
7. Innovation - Align innovation with business strategy by integrating all
departments.
The dimensions above help the model go in-depth regarding the maturity of the innovation. The
next significant aspect is the six levels of the strategic management maturity for innovation. The
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six levels help to assess the degree of maturity. The higher Degree of maturity means the more
excellent the organization's strategic management (see Figure 2.3). The six levels comprise of
following:
1. Level 0: Undefined: Chaotic storming stage and a strong entrepreneurial spirit.
2. Level 1: Initial: Designated strategic planning leader, tactical plans, operational
issues, some components of the business model,
3. Level 2: Planned: Partial applying of a strategic plan, formulating business
strategies, organization-wide standards, define innovation management process.
4. Level 3: Performed: Structuring comprehensive plan, cross-unit engagement, top
management engagement of monitoring the pursuit of strategies, communication
of strategy, still lacking complete linkage between strategy and business model,
incremental and random innovation.
5. Level 4: Optimized: Leaders and employees fully engage, updated initiatives, a
shift of strategic direction based on performance goals, support of long-term goals
and strategies, bureaucracy to adhocracy, fully operational innovation, the gap
between strategy and innovation.
6. Level 5: Excellent: Innovation embedded within the organization's culture,
sustainable innovation, fully integrated organization components, finely tuned,
formulated, and aligned innovation strategies with business strategies.
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Figure 2.3: The Six Levels of Strategic Management Maturity for Innovation
The significant gap in this literature is the inability of a researcher or practicing strategist
to utilize the strategic management maturity model for innovation in an actual case. The
literature may be hypothetical without an in-depth utilization of the maturity model. Therefore,
the model would be taking from its testing phase to a more exploratory conceptualization.
However, the utilization of the terms is flawless, from strategic management to innovation. It
would also be ideal for practicing strategists and researchers to see the fourth maturity model
dimension structure and model's business model innovation process and model and the strategic
management process to identify specific business models to align the business strategy.
To synthesize the first strategic management publication, the present state of this
literature allows the practice and research of the strategic management process to operate while
looking for opportunities to improve so that the organization can become an entirely innovative,
mature, excellent organization. Using dimensions and maturity levels, this model depicts
systemic strengths and weaknesses within the strategic management process. Leadership can
duplicate the strengths amongst departments, and leadership can coach away from the
inadequacies amongst departments. The assessment of the strategic management process
identifies gaps in the innovation process; then, it defines the meaning of the levels and
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dimensions so that leaders can address the strength or weakness of the model. Strategies and
business models will change by addressing levels and dimensions, and the organization will go
from undefined to excellent innovation.
"How Scenario Planning Influences Strategic Decisions"
Providing insight into the second strategic management publication (Phadnis et al., 2016),
the literature addresses alternative scenarios of the strategic management plan to eliminate
declines in growth due to unfavorable situations. The literature goes on to state that there is truly
little research on scenario planning. Scenario planning in this literature is vital to executives'
major decision-making. (Phadnis et al., 2016) conducted workshops to examine whether
scenario planning produces measurable benefits. If scenario planning influences the long-term
investment decision-making of executives, leaders, or experts, this study will help depict their
impact on strategic choices.
This literature aims to illustrate the impact of scenario planning on any organization;
however, the examples illustrate specific instances of scenario planning using a wide array of
organizations rather than typical use. First, the study uses a broad perspective of one scenario
plan to make a critical long-term investment decision. Then, it illustrates the difference in
decision-making that a decision-maker would make under more comprehensive options of
multiple long-term investment scenario plan circumstances. The implications for executives and
long-range planners in this literature helps to narrow the impact of various scenarios on the
leader's character. The implications influence the judgment to make decisions; therefore, this
literature takes readers from a study of decision making to judgment and critical thinking skills.
Finally, the investigation assumes that multiple scenarios lead to flexible strategies impacting
various situations instead of the single general plan leading to just a general approach.
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The first noteworthy features of this literature are the examination of scenario planning
employing several workshops. Experts could practice making long-term investment decisions in
the workshops to determine whether scenario planning creates measurable benefits. The
scenarios were realistic, and the experts would utilize the results in their private and public
transportation companies. (Phadnis et al., 2016) found three lessons to use for the use of
scenario planning when the executives and planners make strategic and long-range investment
decisions:
1. The use of multiple scenarios is not necessarily an antidote to overconfidence.
2. Scenarios influence judgment, and their content matters.
3. The use of multiple scenarios can nudge executives towards more flexible strategies.
Another significant feature is the influence that scenario planning had on the strategic
planning of the leaders participating in the workshops. Participating leaders changed
recommendations from the yes or no recommendation using one scenario and levels of
confidence to yes or no recommendations using multiple strategies and confidence levels after
reviewing alternative methods. Participants preferred numerous ways. (Phadnis et al., 2016)
determined that scenario planning has challenges from extensive research, brainstorming
exercises, creating narratives for each scenario, but it is incredibly beneficial.
The significant gaps in this literature are the lack of literature to supply a comprehensive
picture of the efficacy of scenario planning because the study only considers the one-time use of
scenario planning on long-term decisions. Since strategic management is a process, it would be
ideal to use scenario planning to complete the strategic management process. Scenario planning
falls into the crafting strategy part of the strategic management process. Therefore, the leader
would need to implement the promising strategy or scenario after creating the methods; then, the
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leader would need to evaluate and control the implementation of the process to determine the
improvement of the long-term decision.
I formed the following ideas about scenario planning using the literature's perspective to
synthesize the second strategic management publication. First, the participant's decisions are
crucial in strategic management because the leaders' judgment changes the organization on all
levels due to the integration of all departments. Secondly, scenario planning is hugely beneficial
because the multiple scenarios allow the organization to craft various strategies to appraise the
organization's capabilities better, assess the organization's environment, and enforce the mission
and goals of the organization.
Third Theme – Financial Planning
The third theme of the literature review focuses on the financial planning process. I will
provide insight, identify significant flaws or gaps, and synthesize each publication of the theme
one by one. Financial planning is the process of determining how a person, family, or business
achieves its strategic financial goals and objectives after creating its vision. The financial plan
describes the necessities such as activities, equipment, materials, and time to complete the
financial goals and objectives.
1. Establishing and defining the client relationship
2. Gathering client data
3. Analyzing and Evaluating the Client's Financial Status
4. Prepare the plan.
5. Implement the plan.
6. Review and revise the plan.
Literature of the Third Theme – Financial Planning
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"Avoid the Selfish Factor: Plan for Succession with Four Simple Rules - Financial Planning
(Succession Planning)"
In (Santora & Bozer 2018), the literature presents the findings of a survey; then, it
explains the deficiency in succession planning. Next, it tells that understanding is the way to
address the problems. Next, the literature illustrates guidelines to avoid a leadership gap
between the organizational change of leadership. Finally, the literature depicts recommendations
to make the succession planning process less problematic.
This literature points out the need for succession planning using results from a survey of
nonprofits. Yet, succession planning impacts not only a nonprofit; it changes all organizations of
big or small status. Moreover, the lack of succession planning is impactful on a broad scale
rather than just nonprofits because the context of the literature's terminology relates to general
business.
In (Santora & Bozer 2018), the critical aspects are the following four reasons for lack of
succession planning:
1. Board member's inexperience and lack of knowledge about succession planning
2. Poor succession planning practices in the organization
3. Views of immortality on the part of founders and incumbent executive directors
4. Self-interest on the executive director's part
In (Santora & Bozer 2018), the critical aspects are the following four recommendations to
eliminate the lack of succession planning:
1. Make succession planning part of the bylaws.
2. Educate the board and the incumbent.
3. Set term limits for an executive director.
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4. Find a successor early on, and groom that person well.
The significant gap in this literature is the lack of addressing for-profit organizations also
alongside the nonprofit. The next gap is the lack of literature to explain succession planning as a
systematic part of the financial planning process. Lastly, another gap exists clearly because the
literature does not show the outcome, explain the outcome, or give examples of the result of the
succession plan.
Synthesizing the first financial planning publication highlights issues pertinent to
understanding the need for succession planning. Succession planning is a direct outcome of the
six-step financial planning process. The circumstances determine the perspective-taking in
succession planning; it could be an individual or business perspective. Succession planning is an
organizational change part focusing on retirement planning from a business or individual
perspective. Succession planning in this literature is relevant to the financial planning process:
1. Establishing and defining the client relationship
2. Gathering client data
3. Analyzing and Evaluating the Client's Financial Status
4. Prepare the plan.
5. Implement the plan.
6. Review and revise the plan.
For example, the very first recommendation gravitates within the fourth or fifth step
depending on the circumstances. If the organization has a succession planning clause, the fifth
step will implement the succession policy. On the other hand, if the circumstances say the
organization does not have bylaws for succession planning, the fourth step would prepare the
plan and implement it. The second recommendation gravitates within the context of step three,
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analyzing and evaluating the client's financial status to understand and train board members
about the organization's current state of succession planning. Then, the offering of leadership
development would be implementing the plan because a succession plan entails preparing the
successor for the position.
The third recommendation is to set term limits for the executive because it ignites
innovation, growth, and change. Term limits also avoid power controversy. That
recommendation gravitates more to the fourth step because setting the term is preparation, not
implementing the plan. Lastly, the fourth recommendation is to find an internal successor early
and groom the person by coaching, temporary leadership work assignments, and job rotation to
prepare the person for succession. The latter recommendation gravitates toward the
implementation of the plan, the fifth step.
An alternative way to evaluate the current state of this literature is simply by adapting
succession planning as a natural part of financial planning. Therefore, succession planning will
occur throughout the process during the financial planning process, and it will happen in more
detail during steps three through five.
"From Functioning to Flourishing: Applying Positive Psychology to Financial Planning Financial Planning"
In (Asebedo and Seay 2015), this literature contributes positive psychology to the
financial planning process. The positive psychology tools and resources are concepts to integrate
into the practice of financial planning. Flourishing is an essential standard of human nature, and
financial functioning is not the norm that society accepts pursuing financial planning advice.
Psychology is the study of the mind and behavior (Anderson 2015). Positive psychology seeks
to put the mind in a state of prosperity, flourish, and thrift for a fulfilling life. Traditional
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financial planning comprises going from financial needs to financial functioning to advancing in
life. This literature intends to influence financial planners to conceptualize the change from
psychology to positive psychology and the shift from traditional financial planning to positive
financial planning.
This literature establishes that psychology is a make-up of the mind, but it can impact
different professional practices like financial planning. Furthermore, financial planning is not
just a process of sustaining financial needs, financial health and security, and savings plans to
say the least. Financial planning can integrate with psychology to become more strength-focused
planning named positive financial planning to focus on the effective use of money to optimize
well-being. It is one thing to address the state of mind and behavior. However, it is dynamic to
look at psychology as dynamic psychology progressing to positive emotion, engagement,
relationships, meaning, and accomplishment to flourish in life.
Processing through the elements of well-being is just the root of seeking well-being. The
growth of well-being measures and evaluates the client's well-being using tools and resources.
Sitting with clients is an opportunity to promote the client's well-being, and exercises help
determine the strengths and weaknesses of the planner's pursuance for the client's well-being.
The significant aspects of this literature are financial planning and positive psychology
aligning together to form positive financial planning. Positive financial planning is centric on
life planning, financial coaching, and financial counseling. When planners examine money and
well-being into perspective, clients flourish in life in determining the client’s best life. Financial
planners and mental health professionals can directly work together in certain situations to help
clients flourish toward well-being.
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The significant gap in this literature is the lack of introducing concepts, and it did not
conduct any research to apply the concepts. The case studies are valuable, but they are more
useful in a research study using actual participants rather than hypothetical participants to make a
point. Practicing planners can compose literature on real cases exemplifying the utilization of
positive psychology and financial planning integration. Since this innovation falls into the
communication with the client to establish and define the client relationship, the literature left
behind an opportunity to formulate the basis of the literature around the first step of the financial
planning process.
(Dalton et al., 2018) THE PROCESS
1. Establishing and defining the client relationship
a.

The introductory meeting

b.

Identifying general goals and objectives

Synthesizing the second publication highlights an innovative perspective for the practice
of financial planning. What makes this literature an innovative perspective? The innovative
perspective is the dynamic ability that it gives the financial planning process. The dynamic
ability is visible in adapting to clients' changing attitudes and objectives to accomplish financial
goals.
“Evaluating Financial Planning Strategies and Quantifying Their Economic Impact Financial Planning”
In (Kitces 2016), this literature contributes by depicting the potential economic impacts
of various financial planning strategies. The economic implications of financial plans are
significant because the decision to implement the financial plan is due to the projected economic
consequences for the client or business. Good strategies carry worth if it results in a positive
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value. A negative value strategy could still possess a worth because it could reduce the risk to
make it practical advice to pursue. There are issues to consider during the evaluation of benefits
and economic impact. The first issue is how to measure the outcomes; the second issue is
assessing the value of advice. Measuring economic impact is crucial, so a methodology to
evaluate the effect is essential. What are the financial outcomes of the financial planning
strategies? What is the best method to measure the financial results of the process?
The first method is to project the accumulation and compounding over a time horizon.
The second method is to project the financial outcomes, allowing less investment and
accumulation for spending in a volatile market. By modeling thousands of scenarios, measuring
the results is measurable rather than measuring by average returns. Utility functions and risk
aversion is other factors in the decision-making of the best strategy. The utility function is the
positive or negative outcomes of a strategy, and risk aversion is the preference for less
uncertainty in investments. Therefore, the financial planning process is critical; in this case, the
essential element of the process is step two, establishing and defining the client relationship by
setting goals. Comparison of strategies is another way to evaluate the strategy to determine the
best benefit and the worse cost.
The literature raises several questions about financial advice. The questions help to
evaluate financial planning strategies and the strategies’ economic impact. First, why use
financial advice? Second, how can you assess whether financial advice is the best option or not
an option? Third, is financial advice beneficial due to the benefit of risk management and riskadjusted benefits? Fourth is financial advice beneficial due to the use of tax strategies. Fourth,
what is the actual value of sound financial planning? Lastly, financial planning creates a
behavior change in the sense of helping to ensure the implementation of the strategy.
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This literature focuses on evaluating the financial planning strategies, quantifying the
economic impact and benefits of (good) financial advice. Of course, the evaluation of the
financial planning strategies is a concern of financial planners. However, the business must
consider this evaluation a significant component in determining good financial advice's
economic impact and benefits. Good financial advice can lead to economic benefits or cost
factors unfavorable to society and the business in the socioeconomic system.
In conclusion, the significant aspects of this literature are the ability of a financial advisor
to create impactful solutions for the problems of clients or businesses, the value of the advice of
the financial advisor, and the economic impact of the financial advice. For example, the
following answers to the following questions will help solve the critical aspects of this literature.
First, will the strategies of the financial advisor help meet the goals of the client or business?
Second, how much value does the strategy add to the goals of the client or company? Third, how
can we measure the economic impact of the strategy?
The significant gap in this literature is its inability to identify future studies about the
ability of a financial advisor to create impactful solutions for the problems of clients or
businesses, the value of the advice of the financial advisor, and the economic impact of the
financial advice.
To synthesize the third financial planning publication, the context of this literature is
important because there are problems needing strategies. In addition, there are strategies needing
evaluation so that systems can accordingly function to their full potential. Thus, this literature
addresses the importance of a financial advisor making critical financial planning goals.
Furthermore, the economic impact of the strategies is pertinent in deciding to accept the strategy.
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Finally, by evaluating the effect of the strategy, the evaluation of the financial advisor is more
valuable and creditable.
Fourth Theme – Corporate Sustainability
The fourth theme of the literature review focuses on the corporate sustainability process.
Corporate sustainability is a process to formulate long-term stakeholder value by implementing a
business strategy focusing on the ethical, social, environmental, cultural, and economic
dimensions to foster longevity, transparency, and proper employee development.
Literature of the Fourth Theme – Corporate Sustainability
“Building the Sustainable Organization: An Integrated Approach”
In (Perrott 2015), the contribution of this literature contributes to strategy to create
sustainable organizations. Sustainability issues are critical to the future success of organizations
per CEO survey, and they integrate the long-term strategy and operations of organizations. What
is meant by the benefits of sustainable organizations? The perceived benefits of sustainable
organizations are:
1. Improved company and brand image
2. Cost savings
3. Competitive advantage
4. Employee satisfaction, morale, or retention
5. Product, service, or market
6. Business Model or Process Innovation
7. New sources of revenue or cash flow
8. Effective risk management
9. Enhanced stakeholder relations
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The shift in the focus is short-term tactical to a long-term strategy to support
sustainability because complex changes impact the global economy, the natural environment,
and political institutions. Sustainability can take an integrated approach by considering several
organization components, also known as the organization's triple bottom line. In contrast, an
organization’s performance evaluates its financial, social, and environmental areas. The three
sustainability cases of economic, environmental, and social help organizations obtain greater
efficiency and make organizations more competitive and innovative (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Three Sustainability Cases
Manager’s concern is the lack of planning for sustainability at a strategic level. This
literature provides a framework to assist organizations in planning sustainability strategies. In
(Perrott 2015), integrating sustainability and business strategy gives the perspective that each
concept is not a stand-alone strategy. Sustainability is also essential to the culture and leadership
of the organization because leadership drives the effectiveness of sustainability, and decisionmaking and culture guide the values of sustainability.
In (Perrott 2015), the perspective of this literature is to offer knowledge in regards to
sustainable organizations. Sustainable organizations can be due to political debate or corporate
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governance issues, occupational health or safety, and equal opportunity. Sustainable
organizations are not a stand-alone issue. Furthermore, organizations need to integrate a
sustainability strategy into operations. Sustainability can benefit the organization’s brand image,
cost savings, competitive advantage, employee environment, innovation, cash flow, effective risk
management, and stakeholder relations from an organization perspective. On the other hand,
sustainability can benefit cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and social dimensions.
Sustainability can be a shift from short-term tactical performance to long-term strategic
performance. Sustainable organizations are more than the standard financial success metrics
through a triple bottom line approach focusing on the financial, social, and environmental
performance areas; it focuses more on the cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and social
dimensions of doing business. In (Perrott 2015), a framework named strategic sustainability
management process to help guide organizations in creating sustainability strategies to work out
the environmental matters. The Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) complements this framework
to prioritize the sustainability issue instead of addressing all issues. Integrating the sustainability
framework and Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) with business strategy creates a new strategy.
So that the organizational, cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and social dimensions of
doing business can take place to fulfill strategic goals of all the stated parts.
The first key aspect of this sustainability piece of literature is that senior managers and
organizational stakeholders address the sustainability issue in their organizations. Second, the
following essential aspect is the key benefits of being involved in sustainability activities. Third,
the literature covers the aspect of an integrated approach to sustainability. In the integrated
approach to sustainability, the process utilizes three sustainability cases (i.e., the business case,
the green case, and the human case) to deliver greater efficiency, make the company more
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competitive and innovative to provide profitability. The next aspect is a strategic perspective for
sustainability, whereas the strategic sustainability management process offers a framework to
guide organizations in planning sustainability strategies.
Also, the strategic perspective utilizes a Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) to prioritize the
issues from low to high priority. Another aspect of this literature is a strategic framework for
sustainability. The framework for sustainability contains the process of developing the vision,
mission, priority sustainability strategic issues, objectives, and supporting strategies. The next
aspect is the blending sustainability and business strategy aspect, whereas organizational ways of
doing business integrate with the cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and social
dimensions. Another aspect is sustainability, culture, and leadership; this aspect is critical to
driving effective sustainability decision-making.
This literature covers the integration approach, identifying significant flaws or gaps, and
the gap is between the two integrative parts. The integrative parts are business strategy and
sustainability. The literature does not present any significant flaws. However, I cannot further
research by utilizing the framework and model presented in a case study.
As I synthesize the first corporate sustainability publication, this literature helps
researchers and practitioners begin the adaptation of sustainability. In the 21st century, there is a
growing need for the leaders and managers of organizations to integrate sustainability with
business strategy. This integration of sustainability and business strategy will cause the
organization to implement the vision and mission and the economic, social, and environmental
dimensions of sustainability. Since sustainability is a long-term issue and ongoing, it is only
suitable to embrace a long-term strategic orientation instead of a short-term tactical perspective.
Without a systematic process, sustainability and business strategy cannot adhere to the strategic
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management process to practice renewal, growth, and transformation. A systematic
sustainability process helps identify, prioritize, and process issues in a turbulent, uncertain
environment.
“Managing Responsibly in Tough Economic Times: Strategic and Tactical CSR During 20082009 Global Recession”
In (Bansal et al., 2014), the contribution of this literature directs attention to the ability of
an organization to manage corporate responsibility during tough economic times like the 20082009 global recession. During tough economic times, an organization involved in corporate
social responsibility has the alternative to continue their socially responsible activities or
withdraw their corporate social responsibility. This study illustrates that leadership will more
likely remove tactical corporate social responsibility initiatives while strategic CSR initiatives
will continue by organizations.
Furthermore, leadership will withdraw tactical and strategic CSR during a recession.
However, strategic CSR will more likely continue during a downturn because strategic CSR is
routine. In addition, more robust corporate financial performance (CFP) can help counteract the
negative impact of a recession. However, strategic CSR will be the CSR kept rather than tactical
CSR in a firm (CFP) organization. This literature utilizes data from 1,666 U.S. companies to
support the literature’s hypotheses.
This literature argues that the 2008-2009 Global Recession impacted the tactical and
strategic corporate social responsibility. Therefore, the recession affected other aspects. The
slump had different effects on the utilization of tactical and strategic CSR. The recession
impacted more than global economics, but it affected the social part of economic development
from a CSR perspective. Although the recession in most situations can limit corporate financial
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resources, there are instances of allocation of financial resources during the tough times of the
Recession due to strategic circumstances.
The first significant aspects of this literature are the introduction of the relevancy of this
literature to manage strategic and tactical CSR during tough economic times. In the introduction,
the literature states that the 2008-2009 Global Recession caused managers of corporations to
raise questions regarding their continuous commitment to corporate social responsibility (CSR).
If leadership did not integrate the CSR into operations, the CSR was more susceptible to the
termination. Tactical and strategic CSR are the two concepts that this literature utilizes to help
explain the impact of CSR during the recession. This literature utilizes a theoretical framework
to establish a relationship between managing CSR in tough times using strategic and tactical
corporate social responsibility and corporate financial performance.
The following essential aspect is strategic versus tactical corporate social responsibility.
At the same time, the literature sets to explain the difference between strategic and tactical CSR.
Tactical CSR is more short-term improvement of stakeholders, fewer resource commitments, and
quickly imitated by competitors. In contrast, strategic CSR is long-term, large resource
commitments, and significant changes to organizational structures. The following essential
aspect is hypothesis development. In (Bansal et al., 2014), the literature hypothesizes that firms
pulled back on their CSR efforts during the Recession because of the deflated pool of resources
and heightened uncertainty.
Hypothesis 1: Firms reduced both tactical and strategic CSR during the Recession
Hypothesis 2: Firms reduced tactical CSR more than strategic CSR during the Recession
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Hypothesis 3a: Corporate financial performance (CFP) positively moderates the
relationship between the Recession and CSR; the higher the CFP, the less the negative
impact of the Recession on tactical and strategic CSR.
Hypothesis 3b: The positive moderating effect of corporate financial performance (CFP)
on the relationship between the Recession and CSR is more significant for strategic CSR
than for tactical CSR. In other words, firms with higher CFP are less likely to reduce
their strategic CSR than their tactical CSR during the Recession.
The next aspect is the method which the literature used to test the hypotheses. The
literature sampled data, measured data, and used independent and control variables with an
estimation approach to derive significant results. The results stated that hypotheses 1, 2, and 3b
had partial support, and hypothesis 3a had partial support. Therefore, the research showed that
firms reduced their CSR during the Recession. Next, the researchers suggest that the
administration withdrew tactical CSR than strategic CSR in the Recession. Lastly, the research
indicates that firms remove CSR during a recession, but the firms are likely to keep strategic
CSR in place.
For the significant flaws or gaps, this literature does not necessarily raise when questions.
For example, when is tactical and strategic CSR an exemplary commitment for a firm during a
specific time? Furthermore, the literature does not necessarily raise the why question. Why is
tactical and strategic CSR a reasonable commitment for a firm during a particular time? When to
use tactical and strategic CSR? In (Bansal et al., 2014), the literature mentions applying similar
analyses to other recessions in different cultural contexts, more precise tactical and strategic CSR
measures, and influencing factors of tactical and strategic CSR initiatives. The relationship
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between corporate social responsibility and corporate financial performance is also a significant
gap.
Synthesizing the second corporate sustainability literature, I found this literature essential
to researchers and practitioners. The knowledge presented in this literature helps understand
managing tactical and strategic CSR during times of financial uncertainty. The perspectives
gave here favor strategic CSR rather than tactical CSR during the recession because it was more
logical to continue a routine activity than pursue a non-routine action. On the other hand, the
recession opened numerous opportunities to advance strategic CSR commitments because the
turbulent times caused long-term assistance issues like strategic CSR. When is tactical and
strategic CSR an exemplary commitment? Why is tactical and strategic CSR a good
commitment?
Fifth Theme – Economic Development
The fifth and final theme of the literature review focuses on the economic development
process. Economic development is also a process. It is a process of improving the nation’s
people's economic, political, and social well-being.
Literature of Fifth Theme – Economic Development
“JPMorgan Chase: Invested in Detroit (A) Strategy”
In (Bower and Norris 2018), this literature covers implementing a framework for urban
redevelopment after a design development of a JP Morgan Chase & Co. team. The model
needed to apply to varying conditions occurring in different cities. In addition, the model needed
to be an implementable model by a global investment bank of multiple investments. The
contribution of this literature contributes innovation to the process of strategic management.
JPMC is a worldwide company offering financial services, credit cards, and investment banking.
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In (Bower and Norris 2018), JPMC earned $24.7 billion in net income on $90.3 billion of
revenue. The stock price in 2016 was $65.62 compared to $47.75 in 2006.
Detroit has a history dating back to 1701, trading fur during the 18th century to the 19thcentury manufacturing industry to the 20th-century auto industry. Detroit's problems derived
from not enough freeways to support the mass population needing public transportation.
Segregation was a problem—single-family homes formed from the city's edge to the gates of the
auto plants. White Americans received preferential treatment for mortgage lending in
comparison to African Americans. Africans traveled further to the plants from home to work
and work to home if they worked at all.
The first African American mayor in 1974 was in office to reform the problems built up
over the years. The auto industry started to produce fewer jobs in Detroit and the U.S. for
everybody on a broader scale. One in three residents lived in poverty, and the public school
system was unable to pay debts. The city did not possess enough money to pay city retirees’
pensions. The city needed to file bankruptcy in July 2013. The monetary crisis occurred,
impacting the auto industry causing a need for federal government assistance. In 2009, the
unemployment rate was 29%, and home prices were below the national average. The population
decreased continuously. Several philanthropic foundations contributed $350 million to help
Detroit during bankruptcy. Other contribution efforts came individually from billionaires like
Dan Gilbert’s investment of $2 billion and headquartering Quicken Loans from the suburbs of
Detroit to Downtown Detroit.
The shared purpose of the investment in the Detroit plan came from philanthropy,
economic development, and the government together. After spending $200 million a year in
charity, Peter Scher, head of JPMC corporate responsibility, needed the spending to impact more
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because the philanthropy was not impacting JPMC’s intentions. So, the new proposal was a
more targeted strategy, a more planned strategic design, and more impactful philanthropy. The
implementation of the strategy needed leadership, so JPMC brought experienced leaders in
economic development, economic policy, workforce efforts, and small business development.
This philanthropic effort was data-driven to inform JPMC charitable decisions and economic
policymaking.
JPMC came to Detroit to help because JPMC listened to the leaders of Detroit speak
about the city's specific needs, like step one of the financial planning process (i.e., Establishing
and Defining the Client Relationship). The first philanthropic investment budget of $100 million
over five years was for projects covering four pillars named jobs and skills, small business
expansion, financial health, and neighborhood revitalization (see Figure 2.5). The review
process in place would determine the effectiveness of the philanthropic investment. JPMC used
its high-performing managers in a team named the Detroit Service Corps (DSC) as the human
capital to direct the capacity-building efforts effectively. The improving economic conditions in
Detroit lead to expanding the philanthropic investment effort to $50 additional million.
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Figure 2.5: Exciting goals to stabilize neighborhoods, real estate, construction, and the economy
In (Bower and Norris 2018), the perspective of this literature is to show that the
implementation of philanthropic investment can help solve problems in economic development.
The problems in Detroit did not occur overnight. The issues were decades of an accumulation of
systemic issues. The revival of Detroit would take more than a political interest because the
issues were systematic. The revitalization of Detroit based on this philanthropic investment
controlled the economic and social effort. However, the city of Detroit held the political aspect
of any part of the economic development plan. The charitable efforts of JPMC were not always
a targeted strategy of this economic development magnitude. The action became this strategic
effort after review and revision of the impact of the past philanthropic effort. The initial $100
million was a more specific and broader philanthropic investment perspective than the
nonstrategic charitable efforts.
The first significant aspect of this literature is JPMorgan & Co. JPMC began
philanthropy in 1799. Then, Chase National Bank merged with JPMorgan & Co. to form
JPMorgan Chase & Co. JPMC is a remarkably successful organization. In (Bower and Norris
2018), for 2016, JPMC earned $24.7 billion in net income on revenue of $90.3 billion. JPMC’s
average stock price per share was $65.62 in 2016. The next significant aspect of this literature is
the history of Detroit from 1701 as a French fur trading settlement to the 19th century as a
Detroit-based manufacturing city to the 20th century as an auto industry manufacturing. The rise
and fall of Detroit’s economic development from the 18th century to the 21st century was
crucial.
With the success of JPMC and the rise and fall of Detroit’s economic development, the
philanthropic investment effort was a great plan to utilize the success of JPMC to fix the fall of
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Detroit’s economic growth. The third key aspect of this literature was the initial $100
commitment of the philanthropic investment for the four pillars named jobs and skills, small
business expansion, financial health, neighborhood revitalization, and JPMC’s human capital to
implement the philanthropic effort. The last key aspect was the possible utilization of the
success factors of this philanthropic investment effort to duplicate in similar conditions.
They are identifying significant flaws or gaps; what happened after the venture to drive
economic growth, small business expansion, neighborhood revitalization, and the financial
health of citizens? This literature proposes solutions to problems like unemployment, limited
access to loans, little credit for businesses development, the inability of consumers to manage
their money. However, the literature does not state the exact outcome of philanthropic
investments in Detroit. This literature does not incorporate a detailed framework for similar
endeavors. The literature does not formulate a philanthropic investment plan model. An
outcome of the philanthropic investments would help illustrate a model.
In synthesizing the first economic development publication, this literature helps
researchers and practitioners evaluate the beginning of an economic development downfall to
propose and implement strategic plans to drive economic growth, small business expansion,
neighborhood revitalization, and the financial health of citizens. The planning process has the
desire to develop the welfare of others. It enables researchers and practitioners to dissect the
literature to see potential opportunities to advance philanthropy, economic development,
financial planning, and strategy. Also, it opens opportunities for researchers and practitioners to
innovate philanthropic investment models.
“JPMorgan Chase: Invested in Detroit (B) Strategy”
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In (Bower and Norris 2017), the contribution of this literature contributes innovation to
the economic, political, and social well-being parts of the process of economic development. It
does not focus on the political aspect of economic growth. Instead, the literature gives the
perspective of a philanthropist. The literature intends to address complex issues in economic
development by investing in Chicago and Washington, D.C. JPMorgan Chase invested $40
million in Chicago, IL. In addition, it invested $10 million in Washington, D.C.’s poverty,
violence, and unemployment-stricken neighborhoods to address unemployment, business
expansion, revitalization, and financial health.
JPMC used a model derived from previous philanthropic investments in Detroit. The
investment was part of a $1.75 billion over five-year global philanthropic investment budget.
The investment was supposed to have a widespread impact on the cities by making a difference
regarding blight, small business growth, or workforce development. Replicating the model’s
success in Detroit is a central part of driving philanthropic investment in other cities. Technical
and operational support is another major part of the investment process because it helps
implement the philanthropic plan. That technical and operational support helped develop
programs to advance the philanthropic strategy's implementation and success.
JPMC had roots in Chicago dating back to 1863. In 2017, JPMC employed 14,000
employees, had 5 million customers in the region, and managed $85 billion in local banking
market deposits. The city’s population had over 60% minority population. The city of Chicago
had significant problems. For example, gangs and gun violence were a huge problem along with
public debt. Thirty Fortune 500 companies are in Chicago. The workforce development
initiative was due to the 30% unemployment rate in some parts of Chicago’s South and West
Side. The neighborhood revitalization initiative was supposed to give additional loans to close
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the deal on revitalization projects. Small business development loans were also an initiative so
that small businesses could make a difference. Lastly, the consumers' financial health was an
initiative to help manage their money and grow their wealth.
JPMC had roots in Washington, D.C., dating back to 1999. At the time of the initiative,
JPMC employed 250 employees in the area. In (Bower and Norris 2017), Wards 7 and 8 of
Washington, D.C. lived in poverty. Therefore, $5 million of the D.C. investments were to
preserve affordable housing, small business capital, training locals to employ for the projects.
The other $5 million was for workforce development, small business, neighborhood
revitalization, and financial health.
In (Bower and Norris 2017), this literature shows that implementing the previous
philanthropic model can help solve the same problems in a similar social system and different
areas. The initial philanthropic effort occurred in Detroit, MI. JPMC initiated an annual global
charitable investment budget of $250 million yearly investment over five years. The initiative
sparked an increase of 40% investment; therefore, the initial $250 million over five years or
$1.25 billion initial investment increased to $1.75 billion. The increase in the philanthropic
initiative exemplified the expansion of the initiative in numerous cities other than Detroit.
The first significant aspect of this literature is philanthropy. JPMorgan Chase made a $40
million philanthropic investment in Chicago and a $10 million philanthropic investment in
Washington, DC. The second important aspect is addressing the goals that JPMC was
attempting to accomplish. The plans were to drive economic growth, small business expansion,
neighborhood revitalization, and the financial health of citizens. The following essential aspect
is the human capital aspect of JPMC to help implement the philanthropic investment named
Service Corps for technical and operational assistance. Lastly, JPMC has a $250 million annual
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global philanthropic investment budget and a $1.75 billion overall five-year budget. The $50
million for Chicago and D.C. was part of the last overall budget.
There are significant flaws or gaps. What happened after the venture to drive economic
growth, small business expansion, neighborhood revitalization, and the financial health of
citizens? This literature proposes solutions to problems like unemployment, limited access to
loans, little credit for businesses development, the inability of consumers to manage their money.
However, the literature does not state the outcome of philanthropic investments in Chicago, and
Washington, D.C. This literature does not incorporate a framework for similar endeavors. The
literature does not formulate a philanthropic investment plan model. An outcome of the
charitable investments would help illustrate a model.
In synthesizing the first economic development publication, this literature helps
researchers and practitioners evaluate the strategic plan to drive economic growth, small business
expansion, neighborhood revitalization, and the financial health of citizens. The planning
process has the desire to develop the welfare of others. It enables researchers and practitioners to
dissect the literature to see potential opportunities to advance philanthropy, economic
development, financial planning, and strategy. Also, it opens opportunities for researchers and
practitioners to innovate philanthropic investment models.
Conclusion of Integrative Literature Review
Business Model Innovation – Conclusion of Integrative Literature Review
During this conclusion section of the integrative literature review, I will conclude by
addressing the state of knowledge relevant to my research to guide my case study work. This
conclusion to address the appropriate form of knowledge will go in the order of the presented
themes: business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate
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sustainability, and economic development. Furthermore, this relevant state of knowledge will be
presented in a methodological approach addressing each publication one by one.
With the latter introduction in mind, the most relevant parts of the literature about
business model innovation begin with the topic of Scalability. In (Nielsen & Lund 2018), the
lead question is “How do companies develop scalable business models?” (Nielsen & Lund
2018) defined Scalability as “a system’s ability to expand output on demand when resources are
added.” Employing creating, delivering, and capturing value, the literature depicts the creation,
deliverance, and capture of value as the inputs causing the expansion of value due to the
additional construction and modification of the business model.
In comparison, my research aims to create a new, innovative, modern business model
from the current model of an operational organization, creating a scalable business model. I
intend to transform the existing ways of business operation by developing, delivering, and
capturing customer value using financial and social gain and improving systemic issues in an
organization and its community. As I observe during the case study to construct and modify the
current business model to form an alternate business model, there may be an expansion of typical
customer value to social value. Therefore, the alternate model would like (Nielsen & Lund
2018) to formulate a sense of Scalability. In this case study’s context, scalability is freeing the
business from its current capacity to a more modern, innovative capability.
Furthermore, Scalability will also be outsourcing capital investments to partners aiming
to improve systemic issues. Customers and partners will be multiple roles to construct a system
of accountability within the business model. Therefore, I will collect data during the case study
regarding the business model innovation process to substantiate the integration of innovative,
modern, scalable business model practices also known as an alternate business model (ABM))
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into the organization’s current business model practices and determine the impact of scalability
on the other processes (i.e., strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability,
and economic development processes). In addition, I will collect data to determine how leaders
need to correct the practices of the business model innovation process to become scalable and
implicate systemic issues in its organization and community.
Moving forward into the second publication (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), the state of this
literature enhances the precision of Business Model Innovation (BMI) to give organizations a
framework to improve their sustainability ambitions. Therefore, the present state of this
literature innovates just a business model; it innovates a sustainable business model (SBM).
(Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) raises the question, “How can organizations bridge the designimplementation gap of sustainable business model innovation?”.
In comparison, my case study intends to create more than customer value to bridge the
design-implementation gap by creating customer, financial and social value. Therefore, it will be
pertinent to observe opportunities in the model of the organization to develop a sustainable
business model, also known as an alternate business model. Also, the observation can help to
design the construction of social value into the model so that the new framework leads and
sustains a modern, operational change for addressing systemic issues in an organization and its
communities. Furthermore, perhaps utilizing the creative ideology of the (Geissdoerfer et al.,
2016) Cambridge Business Model Innovation Process framework, my objective to validate an
alternate business model and explore the utilization of the model can also lead to new tools,
techniques, or a framework for the innovation of the business model process.
I will collect data to determine the practices and adjustments that leaders can eliminate
and make to lay out a sustainable business model to implicate systemic issues and create a
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process to formulate a sustainable business model. In addition, the collection of the data can
help develop a framework and give feedback to leaders regarding the leadership tools and
practices of an organization. Finally, the data can help to adjust and diversify innovative,
modern, sustainable business models (i.e., an alternate business model) into the organization’s
current business model practices.
Lastly, moving onward to the most relevant parts of the third business model innovation
publication (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017), this literature strengthens the implication of research and
management practice of business models and value configuration. The research in this literature
makes valid points for business model innovation utilization:
1. Understand value creation in your firm.
2. Have a plan for changing your business model.
3. Know how collaboration fits into your firm’s business model.
4. Anticipate the future of your firm’s business model.
In comparison, value creation is the foundation of the typical business model.
(Osterwalder et al., 2010) defines a business model as a rationale of how an organization creates,
delivers, and captures value. Therefore, I intend to use the data from the case study to identify
the organization's current value to make sure not to taint the current value during the implication
step. Secondly, a plan in place is strategy. Strategy falls in strategic management, yet it
integrates the business model innovation process simultaneously. If an organization connects
business model innovation with the latter strategic management process, processes are
systematically interconnected.
Therefore, I will ensure the integration of the strategic management process with the
business model innovation process. Thirdly, knowing the collaborative works between
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interpersonal and inter-organizational, and understanding the investments for developing
collaborative capabilities into your firm’s business model is a specific recommendation to new
business models, so I intend to ensure an active collaboration by providing its presence in the
current model of the organization. Lastly, the anticipation of an organization’s business model is
business model innovation. The expectation is an outlook into business opportunities like
emerging trends such as the sharing economy and circular economy, to name a couple.
Therefore, I plan to use the case study as an opportunity to analyze the organization’s
anticipation of systemic issues in its organization and its communities.
Strategic Management – Conclusion of Integrative Literature Review
Concluding the first strategic management process publication, the most relevant parts
are the facts regarding the practice and research of the strategic management process’ operation
while looking for opportunities to improve so that the organization can become with
improvements an excellent, entirely, innovative, mature organization. The first significant
aspects of this literature are the five mandatory steps of the strategic management process:
leadership, formulation, execution, integration, and innovation. First, leaders are visionaries who
set strategic goals, create, distinguish, sustainable growth, and eccentric values. Next, the
formulation of goals, objectives, and strategies occurs in the formulation step. Last, the strategic
plan aligns with the strategic goals for execution. Next, the integration step can only fulfill
operation status by aligning the organization structure, culture, business model, processes, and
systems with the strategy. Lastly, sustainable innovation is achievable by integrated and
effectively managed organizations (Demir 2017).
This model depicts the systemic strengths and weaknesses within the strategic
management process using dimensions and maturity levels to commend the strengths amongst
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departments, and deficiencies can be coached away amongst departments. First, the strategic
management process assessment identifies gaps in the innovation process; then, it defines the
meaning of the levels and dimensions so that leaders can adequately address the strength or
weakness of the model.
The model comprises seven different dimensions named below:
1. Leadership - Executive teams, decision-making, and encouragement of innovation
2. Planning & Executing - Effective plan including goals/objectives,
implementation, and monitoring of the plan
3. Processes & Tools - Designed for continuous innovation, flexible, agile, and lean,
integrated into corporate strategies
4. Structure & Model - Designed to achieve long-term strategic goals
5. People & Culture - Aligned with strategies, cultivate innovation
6. Performance Management - Performance indicators and metrics, Key
performance indicators (KPIs), measuring new business model, product/service,
or market
7. Innovation - Align innovation with business strategy by integrating all
departments
The next significant aspect in addressing the business model’s strengths and weaknesses
is the six levels of the strategic management maturity for innovation. The six levels help to
assess the degree of maturity. The higher degree of maturity means the more excellent the
strategic management of the organization. The six levels comprise of following:
1. Level 0: Undefined: Chaotic storming stage and a strong entrepreneurial spirit.
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2. Level 1: Initial: Designated strategic planning leader, tactical plans, operational
issues, some components of the business model,
3. Level 2: Planned: Partial applying of the strategic plan, formulating business
strategies, organization-wide standards, define innovation management process.
4. Level 3: Performed: Structuring comprehensive plan, cross-unit engagement, top
management engagement of monitoring the pursuit of strategies, communication
of strategy, still lacking complete linkage between strategy and business model,
incremental and random innovation.
5. Level 4: Optimized: Leaders and employees fully engage, updated initiatives, the
shift of strategic direction based on performance goals, support of long-term goals
and strategies, bureaucracy to adhocracy, fully operational innovation, the gap
between strategy and innovation.
6. Level 5: Excellent: Innovation embedded within the organization's culture,
sustainable innovation, fully integrated organization components, finely tuned,
formulated, and aligned innovation strategies with business strategies.
In comparison, one of my four objectives is to propose corrective practices for the
strategic management process. Since this literature presents the strategic management maturity
model for innovation in a testing phase, my case study may use the framework as a component in
my dissertation phase by following steps in the strategic management process while looking for
systemic issues or gaps. Furthermore, another of my four objectives is to implicate the systemic
issues using leadership skills, so I will identify the organization's maturity level by locating the
organization's strengths and weaknesses. In contrast, strengths are a form of maturity on a scale.
Weaknesses are a form of inexperience on a scale to help validate the need to improve the
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business model using the Alternate Business Model. So that I use leadership skills to duplicate
the strengths within the organization, and leaders can coach the weaknesses within the
organization.
Moving forward into the second publication of the strategic management process
(Phadnis et al., 2016), the first, most relevant knowledge is the alternative scenarios of the
strategic management plan to eliminate declines in organizational growth due to unfavorable
situations. An example of an adverse situation is the unconformity in the objectives of the
strategic plan. Another relevant point is the literature stating that multiple scenarios lead to
flexible strategies impacting various conditions instead of the single general scenario leading to
just a general strategy. Furthermore, scenario planning falls into the crafting strategy part of the
strategic management process. In addition, scenario planning is a highly beneficial decision
making because the multiple scenarios allow the organization to craft multiple strategies to
appraise the organization's capabilities better, assess the organization's environment, and enforce
the mission and goals of the organization.
How can this relevant knowledge guide the work on the upcoming case study? First, I
intend to use scenario planning as a foundation for the alternate business modeling to address the
unconformity in the strategic management plan and the systemic issues in the organization’s plan
to improve the systemic problems in communities. Second, with the latter intentions in mind, I
will accomplish the research objective to propose corrective practices in the strategic
management process and implicate the systemic issues using leadership tools.
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Financial Planning – Conclusion of Integrative Literature Review
Continuing with the financial planning process, the critical knowledge of this literature is
the guidelines to avoid a leadership gap between the organizational change of leadership and the
depiction of recommendations to make the succession planning process less problematic.
In (Santora & Bozer 2018), the critical aspects are the following four reasons for lack of
succession planning:
1. Board member’s inexperience and lack of knowledge about succession planning
2. Poor succession planning practices in the organization
3. Views of immortality on the part of founders and incumbent executive directors
4. Self-interest on the executive director’s part
In (Santora & Bozer 2018), the critical aspects are the following four recommendations to
eliminate the lack of succession planning:
1. Make succession planning part of the bylaws.
2. Educate the board and the incumbent.
3. Set term limits for the executive director.
4. Find a successor early on, and groom that person well.
How will all the latter knowledge guide my case study? In the context of financial
planning, I intend to address the absence of succession planning, to explain the need for
succession planning as a systematic part of the financial planning process, and to give examples
of the outcome of the present succession planning against the current state of absence of
succession planning. For example, a scalable, sustainable business model needs a succession
plan to place leaders in a position to continue the organization's vision to implicate systemic
issues in communities. The leadership change would not derail the organization’s long-term
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goals outlined in the strategic plan, the business model, and the financial plan by having a
succession plan.
Within the second publication of the financial planning process, the relevant knowledge
in (Asebedo and Seay 2015) is the adaptation of positive psychology in the financial planning
process. Positive psychology seeks to put the mind in a state of prosperity and thrift for a
fulfilling life. Financial planning can integrate with psychology to become more strengthfocused planning named positive financial planning to focus on the effective use of money to
optimize well-being. Positive financial planning is centric on life planning, financial coaching,
and financial counseling.
As a practicing planner, I can compose literature from the upcoming case study to
exemplify the neglect or attention of a previous planner to integrate positive psychology and
financial planning within the functioning strategy of the organization. That opportunity presents
itself throughout the financial planning process, starting during the first stage of the financial
planning process when a planner communicates with the client to establish and define the client
relationship and end during the sixth stage when a planner reviews and revises the plan against
objectives.
Lastly, in (Kitces 2016), the third, final financial planning publication, the relevant
knowledge aims to explain the potential economic impacts of various financial planning
strategies. There are issues to consider during the evaluation of benefits and economic impact.
The first issue is how to measure the outcomes; the second issue is assessing the value of advice.
Measuring economic impact is crucial, so a methodology to evaluate the impact is essential. The
following are questions that the literature raised: What is the best method to measure the
economic impact outcomes of the strategies? Why use financial advice? How can you evaluate
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whether financial advice is the best option or not an option? Is financial advice beneficial due to
the benefit of tax strategies? What is the actual value of sound financial planning?
Utilizing (Kitces 2016), the upcoming case study can elaborate on the knowledge to
explain the potential economic impacts of the current financial plan and the alternate financial
plan of the alternate business model by integrating the context into questions. By exploring
answers to possible economic impact questions, the literature will assist the research objectives
in validating the alternative business model, propose corrective practices, and implicate the
systemic issues using leadership tools. The upcoming case study can help fill this literature gap
by describing the financial, impactful solutions to business problems and creating the alternate
business model to illustrate the economic impact of the financial advice to improve systemic
issues in the organization and its communities.
Corporate Sustainability – Conclusion of Integrative Literature Review
Resuming with the conclusion of the corporate sustainability process, in (Perrott 2015),
the relevant knowledge of this literature is the contribution of a strategy to create sustainable
organizations, and the following are the perceived benefits of sustainable organizations:
1.

Improved company and brand image.

2.

Cost savings.

3.

Competitive advantage.

4.

Employee satisfaction, morale, or retention.

5.

Product, service, or market.

6.

Business Model or Process Innovation

7.

New sources of revenue or cash flow.

8.

Effective risk management.
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9.

Enhanced stakeholder relations.

The shift in the focus is short-term tactical to a long-term strategy to support
sustainability because complex changes impact the global economy, the natural environment,
and political institutions. Sustainability can take an integrated approach by considering several
organization components, also known as the organization's triple bottom line. In contrast, an
organization’s performance evaluates its financial, social, and environmental areas.
Sustainability is also crucial to the culture and leadership of the organization because leadership
drives the effectiveness of sustainability decision-making, and culture guides the values of
sustainability. Thus, sustainability can benefit cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and
social dimensions.
In (Perrott 2015), a framework named strategic sustainability management process to
help guide organizations in creating sustainability strategies where the environmental matters
need resolutions. The Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) complements this framework to
prioritize the sustainability issue instead of addressing all issues. Integrating the sustainability
framework and Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) with business strategy is creating a new strategy
so that an organizational, cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and social dimension of
doing business can emerge to fulfill all the strategic goals of the stated parts.
My case study can use the framework of the corporate sustainability process to guide the
development of the vision, mission, priority sustainability strategic issues, objectives, and
supporting strategies. By converting the framework into strategic questions, I can collect and
analyze data looking for systemic issues (i.e., culture and leadership issues) in the corporate
sustainability process. Also, the strategic perspective utilizes a Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI)
to prioritize the problems from low to high priority. Based on the concept of SSI, I can implicate
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the high priority issues of the sustainability process by integrating the sustainability and business
strategy concepts. In contrast, organizational ways of doing business integrate with the cultural,
economic, environmental, ethical, and social dimensions. By latterly approaching the issues, the
fruition of my research objectives transpires to integrate the business model innovation,
corporate social sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and strategic
management processes into the formulation of an alternative business model, to propose
corrective practices, and to implicate the systemic issues using leadership tools.
Moving forward into the final publication of the corporate sustainability process (Bansal
et al., 2014), the pertinent knowledge of this literature is the illustration that management will
more likely withdraw tactical initiatives while strategic corporate social responsibility initiatives
will continue by organizations. Furthermore, more robust corporate financial performance (CFP)
can help counteract the negative impact. Therefore, strategic CSR will be the CSR kept rather
than tactical CSR in a strong (CFP) organization. Tactical CSR is more short-term improvement
of stakeholders, fewer resource commitments, and quickly imitated by competitors. In contrast,
strategic CSR is long-term, large resource commitments, and significant changes to
organizational structures.
How will the relevant latter knowledge guide my case study? A part of the upcoming
case study aims to describe the creation of the new business model to address the need to
intervene in systemic issues in the organization’s community. The prevention of systemic issues
is not a short-term tactical CSR initiative. However, it is a long-term strategic CSR initiative
because systemic issues are continuous, and systemic issues can resurface after improving the
systemic issue. Consequently, long-term strategic CSR needs to be a part of an organization’s
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long-term sustainable business model to address the systemic issues on a long-term basis
continuously.
Furthermore, an organization's solid corporate financial performance guides the
implementation of long-term strategic initiatives. Therefore, it aligns with the other part of the
research to create a better interdependent connection between the alternative business model's
financial planning and corporate sustainability processes. Therefore, the relevant knowledge will
guide the following: When to use sustainable strategic CSR? Why use sustainable strategic
CSR? What are the influencing factors of strategic CSR initiatives?
Economic Development – Conclusion of Integrative Literature Review
Continuing with the economic development process, in (Bower and Norris 2018), the
relevant knowledge covered in implementing a framework for urban redevelopment after a
design development of a JP Morgan Chase & Co. team. The model needed to apply to varying
conditions occurring in different cities. The four economic pillars named jobs and skills, small
business expansion, financial health, and neighborhood revitalization. JPMC used its highperforming managers in a team called the Detroit Service Corps (DSC) as the human capital to
direct the capacity-building efforts effectively. The last key aspect was the possible utilization of
the success factors of this philanthropic investment effort to duplicate in similar conditions.
Resuming the economic development process (Bower and Norris 2017), the investment
significantly impacts the cities by making a difference in blight, small business growth, or
workforce development. The first philanthropic effort occurred in Detroit, MI. Thus, the first
important aspect to drive economic growth, small business expansion, neighborhood
revitalization, and the financial health of citizens. The following essential aspect is the human
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capital aspect of JPMC to help implement the philanthropic investment named Service Corps for
technical and operational assistance.
Both works of literature do not incorporate a framework for similar economic
development endeavors besides the agenda to address the same systemic economic development
issues in each endeavor. Therefore, I contribute to the literature’s gap by providing a framework
to address the systemic issues in a community, and the systemic issues in the process an
organization pursues improving systemic issues. By taking this path in the upcoming case study,
I would be accomplishing the first part of the research to describe the creation of the alternate
business model to address the need to intervene in systemic issues in an organization and its
community. Therefore, from this literature, I envisioned the following areas for the upcoming
case study:
1. Methodology- A process to set goals, implement and monitor economic development
investments
2. Framework or Model – Economic development’s investment plan business model
The research cannot answer the PICO framework question to proceed with the upcoming
case study at this point of the dissertation. Therefore, unifying all the relevant knowledge
guiding the forthcoming case study, I composed the following questions about the themes’
processes to use during the case study interviews and to be a tool to collect data as I follow
through on the elaboration of the relevant knowledge of the themes.
Interview Questions
1. Strategic Management
a. Set a mission and goals – What is your perspective of the importance of the
mission, vision, and goals of a start-up organization or reorganization as it
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pertains to the organization’s initial reason of existence (i.e., product or service,
markets, technology, customer satisfaction, quality, and societal goals,
philosophy, and self-concept (identity))?
b. Assess the environment – What are your timeline expectations and perspectives
on a start-up organization or reorganization’s isolated (macro) environmental
factors, task (primary operating environmental factors, defining industry,
competitive environment (Porter’s 5-Force Model), Opportunities, and Threats?
c. Appraise company capabilities – What is your perspective of a start-up
organization or reorganization’s conveyance of the situation analysis, approaches
to internal scanning and analysis (i.e., The Value Chain Analysis) and functional
analysis of strengths and weaknesses, match of strategy and structure, resourcebased analysis, and profit impact of marketing strategy? Were there strategic
(long term) objectives and objective groups during the appraisal of the start-up or
reorganization? (i.e., professionals from all parts of a business system)?
d. Craft the strategy – What is your perspective regarding the metamorphism of the
objectives of the corporate level strategy? In what businesses should we operate?
Does the organization use a process to develop a corporate-level strategy? What
were the generic corporate-level strategy and the frameworks (i.e., GE 9-Cell
Screening grid, SWOT Portfolio, Feasible Corporate Generic Strategies, and Life
Cycle Matrix)? What was the analysis and evaluation of the portfolio of
businesses? What was the organization's strategic fix analysis? What were the
steps in crafting the competitive strategy for small business units? What was the
generic strategy or strategies? What was the specific business-level strategy?
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e. Implement the strategy – What is your perspective on the successful
implementation of the total and detailed activities to fulfill a unique strategy and
achieve the long-term objectives of a start-up or reorganization? Where there a
prevailing organizational leadership plan? Did the functional managers prepare
the functional components of the business strategy and execution plans? Was
concern for laws, environmental, and social concern taking into consideration?
f. Evaluate and control the strategy – What is your perspective on the foundation for
strategy evaluation? Did the evaluator use quantitative or qualitative criteria?
What stage of the strategy’s development was the strategy evaluated? Was the
strategy evaluated after implementation at selected times?
2. Financial Planning
a. Establish and Define Client Relationship – What is your perspective on the
financial planner educating the start-up organization or reorganization, gathering
pertinent information, analyzing that information, and assisting the organization
in preparing and implementing a financial plan that will accomplish the
organization’s financial goals within the desired period?
b. Gather Client Data – Did the financial planner acquire enough information (both
quantitative and qualitative) from the start-up organization or reorganization to
evaluate and analyze the organization’s financial condition?
Analyze and Evaluate Client’s Financial Status – Did the financial planner
analyze and evaluate the organization’s financial status and develop and present
the financial planning recommendations? For example, did the financial planner
formulate data analysis, including assessing the organization’s risk management
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portfolio, financial statement analysis, and the external economic environment
and establishing alternate options (plans) to accomplish financial goals,
including time frames?
c. Develop and Present Financial Planning Recommendations – Did the financial
planner choose one set of recommendations from the alternate options?
d. Implement Financial Plan Recommendations – Did the financial planner explain
the planner’s responsibilities separately from the organization’s responsibilities
and lead the plan's implementation?
e. Monitor Plan – Did the financial planner and organization set up a timetable for
the periodic review and modification of the agreed-to plan?
3. Business Model Innovation
a. Mobilize – Does your start-up organization or reorganizations prepare for a
successful business model design project?
b. Understand – Did the organization research and analyze elements needed for the
business model design effort?
c. Design – Did the organizations generate and test viable business model options
and select the best?
d. Implement – Did the organization implement the business model prototype in the
field?
e. Manage – Did the organization adapt and modify the business model in response
to market reaction?
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4. Economic Development
a. Introduction – Did the leader analyze and evaluate the economic condition in the
area that the organization could impact?
b. Data Gathering and Preparation – Did the organization secure data and prepared
a data plan to create and utilize physical, human, financial, and social assets?
c. Goal Setting – What were the organization’s goals to generate improved and
broadly shared economic well-being? Did the economic development goals align
with the strategic objectives?
d. Analysis and Plan Formulation – Did the leadership team analyze the economic
development goals and formulate the economic development plan using the
goals?
e. Presentation and Implementation – Did the organization present the plan to
stakeholders before implementation? Did all stakeholders and leaders of the
organization agree on performance? Did all stakeholders, leaders of the
organization agree on the implementation step of the economic development
process?
f. Monitoring – Did the organization set up a timetable and a system to review and
modify the plan? Did the organization focus on creating and utilizing physical,
human, financial, and social assets to generate improved and broadly shared
economic well-being?
5. Corporate Sustainability
a. Did the organization understand sustainability and recognize what it means to the
company?
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b. Did the organization engage with stakeholders?
c. Did the organization set goals and commitments? What were the goals and
commitments?
d. Did the organization establish systems and processes? What were the systems
and processes?
e. Did the organization track progress, communicate actions, and meet
expectations? What was the outcome of the tracking of the improvement? Where
were the gaps in meeting goals? Did leadership modify the plan to continue
progress to meet goals?
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY ROADMAP, METHOD, AND PROCESS
Methods and Procedures
Hypotheses
For the hypotheses, I am trying to test the following:
Hypothesis 1: If an organization uses interdependently business model innovation,
strategic management, financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and
economic development processes to make a profit and to address systemic issues
in communities, at least one sustainable alternative business model will form to
assist in improving systemic issues in communities.
Hypothesis 2: The current business model of this organization is not
interdependently working together to improve systemic issues in communities.
The latter hypotheses are the two proposed explanations for the phenomena of business
model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and
economic development interconnection. So, I will call those working hypotheses the Theory of
Alternative Business Model Formulation and Validation. Subsequently, the upcoming case
study will help prove the theory by proposing further fact-finding research into the formulation,
validating an alternative business model, and being the first step in the alternative business
model process named the Consideration step.
Qualitative Research Design
The topic is complex, and an initial step to developing insights into the issue is to
perform a thorough investigation of a specific case using the concepts and tools identified in the
literature review. For this type of complex, unstructured problem, the qualitative research design
will be a formal, objective, systematic process for obtaining information about an organization's
business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability,
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and economic development processes to improve systemic issues in its community. As a result, I
prefer the qualitative approach because it is the prescribed choice to obtain data from first-hand
interviews, document(s), and artifact(s). Furthermore, the approach allows a systematic process
for obtaining information about the business model innovation, strategic management, financial
planning, corporate sustainability, and economic development processes. I can get information
regarding severe mistakes, errors, and failures in the current model using critical thinking. The
latter issues prevent the organization from improving the systemic issues in its community.
Then, I will use the data from the case study to reduce the number and severity of mistakes,
errors, and failures in the model by defining the problems, searching for alternative solutions in
general, and selecting the best alternative. In turn, the case study will help decide the course of
action to improve the systemic issues.
This case study will generalize the relationships of the business processes by examining
the relationships between the processes and examining the cause-and-effect relationships
between the processes and systemic issues in the organization and its community. Furthermore,
this method will help to explore the depth, richness, and complexity integral in the phenomenon
of business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability,
and economic development processes. Moreover, this approach will assist in illustrating
resolution to the problem within the problem or the business problem within the system issues in
communities. Furthermore, during this case study, I will collect non-numerical data from firsthand interviews, documents, and artifacts to exemplify the depth, detail, and context in business
model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and
economic development processes. Lastly, the case study will provide a proper comprehensive
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understanding of the interconnection between the business processes and improving systemic
issues in a community.
Research Purpose of Case Study
The purpose of the upcoming case study is to exploit the state of knowledge relevant to
my research from the integrative literature review. Therefore, the unification of the relevant
expertise guided the composition of pertinent questions from the knowledge and themes of the
literature review processes to use during the case study interviews and to be a tool to collect nonnumerical data. Also, the purpose of the case study is ultimately to contribute to accomplishing
the research aim by gaining many nonnumerical data to understand the organization's current
state. Hence, the data collection process is a step in the process of creating the new business
model. Furthermore, the review aims to gain qualitative data in understanding the organization's
current state to accomplish the research objectives of integrating business processes to form and
validate the alternative business model.
Berean Institute is the chosen organization for this case study because it has systemic
issues. In 2005, I met Dr. Lorraine Poole-Naranjo, President of Berean Institute. When Dr.
Poole and I first met, Dr. Poole-Naranjo was the vice president of Workforce Culture
Connections, Inc. (WCCI), and I was the controller of WCCI. WCCI was a training and job
placement organization owned by women. For WCCI, Dr. Poole-Naranjo focused on
maintaining the key partners, key stakeholders, essential resources, and the revenue stream. Dr.
Poole-Naranjo later became the president of Berean Institute after Berean Institute went through
several challenging moments within its business operations and before Berean Institute closed in
2012. Dr. Rev. Matthew Anderson founded Berean in 1889 as a beacon of light for individuals
interested in industrial training for employment opportunities. Berean Institute’s vision was to
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educate people of color during the earlier stages of systemic racism against people of color.
Currently, Berean Institute’s light is not beaconing on communities. The last known vision was
to help veterans and help construct the community's infrastructure by training skilled workers to
help rebuild the infrastructure of communities. Berean Institute has become detached from the
three-pronged approach vision of its visionary, Dr. Rev. Matthew Anderson. Although an
organization can change its initial vision, Berean Institute’s 360-degree approach did not amount
to a successful transition to another vision.
Description of Berean Enterprises’ Berean Institute
This case study is about Berean Enterprises’ Berean Institute. However, to thoroughly
understand Berean Institute, one must first understand Berean Enterprises. In the late 19 th
Century, Dr. Matthew Anderson, the Founder, called his vision the Berean Enterprises. The
Berean Enterprises were a three-pronged approach consisting of developing a school,
encouraging homeownership, and building a religious congregation. Dr. Anderson tackled
education. In 1899, Dr. Anderson organized the Berean Manual Training and Industrial School,
starting with 35 students at a $1 a month tuition. In 1888, Dr. Matthew Anderson began the
Berean Savings & Loan Association from the Berean Presbyterian Church’s basement to collect
savings to lend to purchase homes. The first home bought cost a $1,000 mortgage. Reverend
Anderson took over the Gloucester Mission around 1880, and he turned it into the Berean
Presbyterian Church. Dr. Matthew Anderson became the pastor of Gloucester Mission, later
named Berean Presbyterian Church, on October 14, 1880.
Berean Enterprises’ Berean Institute, formerly Berean Manual Training and Industrial School

On the 6th of November, eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, several gentlemen met in the
administration room of Witherspoon Hall in Philadelphia. Mr. John H. Converse, Judge Ashman
H. La Barre Jayne, H. L. Phillips, D.D., John B. Reeve, D.D., and Dr. Matthew Anderson,
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Founder, were the men attending this meeting of the minds. They organized the Berean School,
a.k.a. the Berean Manual Training and Industrial School, which evolved from that meeting. The
temporary quarters of the school were in the basement of the Berean Presbyterian Church. A
secured loan financed a new building. The new building was a beautiful three-and-a-half-story
brick structure. The basement, first and second floors housed the principal industrial
departments of the school. The third floor housed a first-class gymnasium. Then, the school
purchased three dwellings connecting the latter property. The Berean School was a trades
school. During the time of systemic oppression of blacks, the thought in mind of founding
school was to assist, at night, young men and women who were at work during the day, in
reading, writing, arithmetic, in plain sewing, dressmaking, and cooking. It grew to include
classes in carpentry, upholstery, millinery, basic sewing, shirtwaist making, practical electricity,
tailoring, typewriting and stenography, bookkeeping, cooking and waiting, and English studies.
The president is Lorraine Poole-Naranjo, Ph.D. During 2002-03, the school was an
independent, 2-year, specialized, coed institution awarding certificates, diplomas, and associate
degrees in cosmetology, barbering, and business management; it accepted transfer associate and
terminal associate degrees. The institution's setting was the 3-acre urban campus on 1901 W.
Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, PA. During that time, the institution had an endowment of
$135,000. The education spending was $2,924 per student with a total enrollment: 208 students;
students came from the three states of PA, NJ, and DE. The institution offered academic
remediation for entering students, advanced placement, honors program, part-time degree
program, adult/continuing education programs, and internships. The cost per semester was as
follows: application fee: $20, tuition: $4,000 full-time, $1,000 per term part-time, and mandatory
fees: $225 full-time. Operations spending for 2002-03 was $14,500.
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Before closing temporarily in 2012, Berean Institute’s most recent, primary mission was
to prepare students for the world of work and continuing education: an independent school, 1year full-time to 2-year part-time, specialized, coed coursework in cosmetology and barbering.
The institution awarded diplomas in cosmetology. The setting was still the 3-acre urban campus
on 1901 West Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19121. It had an endowment of $0. Tuition plus
fees were $10,500, and tools and equipment were the student’s responsibility. Berean Institute
temporarily closed in 2012 due to business, management, financial, sustainable, and economic
difficulties.
Berean Enterprises’ Berean Savings and Loans

On February 12th, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, Dr. Matthew Anderson organized
the Berean Building and Loan Association. The association started with an enrollment of fewer
than fifty members, and before the year 1909, it grew to an enrollment of over seven hundred
members. The association commenced with less than fifty shares of stock, and before the year
1909, it rose to over twenty-seven hundred shares of stock. The assets in the first year were
$5,119; the assets grew to over one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. When the association
was organized, no members owned a foot of land. Before 1909, the association had two hundred
members owning their own homes with an average valuation of two thousand dollars and an
aggregated four hundred thousand dollars. On 07-01-1992, Berean Savings and Loans changed
organization type to the mutual savings bank and its name to Berean Federal Savings Bank. On
10-24-2001, it changed its name to Berean Bank. On 06-06-2003, Berean Bank merged into and
subsequently operated as part of Advance Bank in BALTIMORE, MD; then on 12-13-2013,
Berean Bank closed voluntarily and liquidated its $49,022,000 in assets.
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Berean Enterprises’ Berean Presbyterian Church

In 1880, Dr. Reverend Matthew Anderson took over the Gloucester Mission; he turned it
into the Berean Presbyterian Church. Pastor Anderson became the paster of Berean Presbyterian
Church on October 14, 1880. Pastor Anderson used ongoing fundraising to build the church at
1924 South College Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19121, and behind Berean Manual Training and
Industrial School to provide medical, financial, and educational services to the Black
community. Today, the Berean Presbyterian Church ministers to their second home at Broad and
Diamond Streets to the community's needs. In 1928, Rev. Arthur E. Rankin, an avid civil rights
worker, became the serving pastor for seven years. Then, Berean's third pastor was Rev.
Benjamin Glasco Sr. Under his direction, Berean Presbyterian Church relocated from South
College Avenue (1880) to the northeast corner of Broad and Diamond Streets in 1955.
Berean Presbyterian Church’s fourth pastor was the Rev. Jason Jerome Cooper; he served
and captured the wider community's attention for 32 years. After Reverend Cooper, Berean
Presbyterian experienced several interim ministers, including Clarence Van Dyke and Merv
Gardner. Finally, in October 2007, Pastor Michael J. Evans became the full-time minister
renewing spiritual outreach to the surrounding community using the leader’s motto "Enter to
Worship, Leave to Serve." Berean Presbyterian Church’s current mission is the following: “We
pray the power of the Holy Spirit will help us as a congregation to Worship the Lord with
gladness, to baptize others into the fellowship of Christ, to serve one another as Jesus served, to
equip all to grow spiritually, to provide hope and minister to the needs of our community.”
Forms of Data Collection
The case study will use the following forms of data collection. One of the first forms of
data collection of the survey will be an artifact(s) such as a 111-year-old essay and 124-year-old
autobiography written by Dr. Matthew Anderson, Founder of Berean Manual Training and
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Industrial School, Organizer of Berean Savings and Loans, and Founding Pastor of Berean
Presbyterian Church. The second form of data collection will be interviews with Dr. Lorraine
Poole-Naranjo, President of Berean Institute, former Vice President of Workforce Culture
Connections Inc. (WCCI), and psychologist Sidney Amster, Investor, Partner, and Board
Member of Early-Stage Impact. Furthermore, Sidney Amster's specialties are Early-Stage
Company consulting, investment, management, and education. He also specializes in M+A and
interim management. In addition, he is a mentor, educator, and angel investor; he also balanced
university teaching with panel discussions and with serving on non-profit boards in the
Philadelphia area for 30+ years; he has entrepreneurial experience in building companies,
including successful exits in environmental and technology.
Lastly, Sidney has been and continues to be on panels regarding investing globally,
including Australia, Canada, and Israel. Lastly, he judged the Philadelphia Angel Venture Fair
and the Temple BYOBB Competition for 10+ years. Consequently, I chose Sidney for his
experience, education, and visionary business administration perspectives. Lastly, another form
of data collection will be documents such as article(s) illustrating Berean Institute business
practices, a court case regarding Berean Institute, literature by Ricardo Orlando Howell on
Berean Building and Loan, and literary artifacts and current documented facts of Berean
Presbyterian Church.
Unit of Analysis
Each process is the unit of analysis for the Alternative Business Model. The units of
analysis are business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate
social sustainability, and economic development processes of the Berean Institute that the
research is analyzing in the case study. The business model innovation, strategic management,
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financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and economic development processes are the
research entities to identify causality and change from the current business model to an
alternative business model. As a social scientist of business administration in management,
studying the management of the social organization and organizational leadership, I will
encompass multiple processes of multiple fields of business administration from the point of
view of management and leadership. The unit of analysis will typically focus on the steps,
effectiveness, and efficiency of business model innovation, strategic management, financial
planning, corporate sustainability, and economic development processes.
Nature of Disciplinary Origins
The nature of disciplinary origins is the social science of business studies. The study will
look deeper into organizational studies within the social science discipline of business studies.
Organizational studies examine individuals constructing organizational structures, processes, and
practices to shape social relations and form institutions to influence people.
Strategies and Data Analysis
After conducting the case study, I will analyze the data by describing the case and themes
of the case fashion. Furthermore, I will use the conceptual framework of the integrative
literature review to map the qualitative data. Then, there will be inductive reasoning from the
data by generalizing the artifacts, documents, interviews, and observations. Finally, I will
conclude the research by explaining the specific to general explanations of the research question
using inductive logic.
Branch of Philosophy
The research will use the epistemology branch of philosophy because it is the branch
used in business research. The epistemology branch of philosophy deals with knowledge
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sources, hence the literature review, interviewees, artifacts, and documents. Because
epistemology focuses on what is true, it will be the branch of philosophy for this research. This
research process will integrate all four sources of knowledge (i.e., intuitive knowledge,
authoritarian knowledge, logical knowledge, and empirical knowledge). Therefore, I plan to use
intuitive knowledge to give my feelings in situations rather than use facts. Next, I plan to use
authoritarian knowledge, for example, to rely on information from literature and supreme
powers. Third, I plan to use logical knowledge, for example, to apply logical reasoning to create
new knowledge or analyze primary data. Lastly, I plan to use empirical knowledge, for example,
to perceive conclusions by relying on demonstrative, established, objective facts.
Research Philosophy
I will use the pragmatism research philosophy because pragmatism allows the researcher
to focus on practical applied research, integrating different perspectives to interpret the data. The
inductive approach will be the inductive reasoning in this business research because the research
will use the observations from the data collection to formulate theories nearing the end of the
research process. Pragmatism is value-free, and it may be biased; however, I can avoid bias with
knowing in mind. Pragmatism allows this research to possess objective or subjective
perspectives.
Therefore, as I use the intuitive knowledge aspect of the epistemology branch of
philosophy, the subjective perspective will explain the data. However, the objective perspective
will explain the data when I use the empirical knowledge aspect of the epistemology branch of
philosophy. Furthermore, the research will use the methodological choice named mono method
qualitative because the research will use qualitative approaches without quantitative data. Lastly,
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the time zone of the research will cover longitudinal whereas the retrospective study involves
using historical information.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS, DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS
Results
Data Collection - Qualitative Approach - Case Study
What did I discover by looking through the scope of this dissertation’s Five Spheres,
Alternate Business Model? First, the data can be inductive reasoning by generalizing the
artifacts, documents, interviews, and observations. Second, the inductive reasoning from this
data will allow me to process reasoning in which the data viewed contributes some evidence for
the conclusion's validity. Third, inductive reasoning is when my experiences, artifacts,
documents, interviews, and observations offer synthesis to produce a general validity.
Berean Institute has systemic issues in its business operations. I indirectly observed those
systemic issues in Berean’s business operations as a financial consultant for Berean Institute
during 2011. From my observation, the top management of Berean Institute did not correctly
address those systemic issues in the organization, so the systemic internal problems caused the
organization to close in 2012. In a closed state, Berean cannot improve external systemic issues
in its community. Furthermore, during Berean Institute’s operation, did the organization
improve external systemic issues while reaching the vision using strategic objectives?
Consequently, this case study should highlight issues in Berean Institute’s business operations
and opportunities to improve systemic issues in communities that I see now looking through
multiple business lenses rather than just that financial consultant lens.
Keeping a meaningful relationship, I stayed connected with Dr. Lorraine Poole-Naranjo,
President of Berean Institute, after Berean closed in 2012. When the opportunity presented itself
in the Doctor of Management in Strategic Leadership program of Thomas Jefferson University to
complete a capstone or dissertation, Berean Institute was one of my first options. I reached out
to Dr. Poole-Naranjo, explaining several possible systemic issues of Berean Institute that I
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observed and the alternate business model’s intention to improve systemic issues in the
organization and its community. I requested an interview to review, analyze and make
recommendations about the closed Berean Institute, and using the alternate business model as a
tool, framework, and methodology in Berean Institute. From the review, revision, and
recommendation of the business operations, an alternate business model would form with a
different insight into the current business operations and improve systemic issues in
communities.
Artifacts
The following are the century-old artifacts I collected about Berean Manual Training and
Industrial School, Berean Savings and Loans, and Berean Presbyterian Church. In addition, I
will assemble data regarding strategic management, business model innovation, financial
planning, corporate sustainability, and economic development processes and help answer the
PICO framework question as I ensue to elaborate on the relevant knowledge of the integrative
literature review.
Artifact – Berean Manual Training and Industrial School
The following artifact from 1909 in Vol. XXXIII, No. 1 January 1909, Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science titled Industrial Education, Dr. Rev.
Matthew Anderson, D.D., Principal, wrote the Berean School of Philadelphia and the Industrial
Efficiency of the Negro. In the 111-year-old journal, Dr. Matthew Anderson, Founder of Berean
Manual Training and Industrial School, Organizer of Berean Savings and Loans, and Founding
Pastor of Berean Presbyterian Church, illustrated his vision of Berean Manual Training and
Industrial School. Dr. Anderson believed that the school’s purpose was to assist along economic
and educational lines for struggling blacks and righteous of the American people. In Dr.
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Anderson's vision, he saw that manual training was not a disconnection from or a replacement
for the higher training like the post-secondary education of college, but it is a compliment.
Furthermore, he states, “That its relation to the higher or intellectual training is as intimate as
body and mind, that one cannot exist without the other, any more than that mind in the flesh
could exist unless it connected with a living, organic, puissant body.”
I gathered from the artifact that systemic issues existed in the outgoing 19th Century and
incoming 20th Century like the current 21 st Century. The systemic issue of inadequate education
for minorities of color was the reason causing the reaction to start a school. Furthermore, I
learned from this historical document that the vision of the Berean Manual Training and
Industrial School originated from two counterparts and systemic issues in communities. The first
counterpart was Dr. Matthew Anderson’s strategy to assist along economic and educational lines
regarding struggling blacks and righteousness of the American people during straining economic
times after President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, also known as
Proclamation 95 in 1863. The second counterpart for the vision was Dr. Matthew Anderson’s
meeting with other visionaries such as Mr. John H. Converse, Judge Ashman. H. La Barre
Jayne, H. L. Phillips, D.D., and John B. Reeve, D.D. to examine the idea of the school. The
relevant, critical data from this artifact is the systemic issue of inadequate education and racism.
The strategic plan is to create an adequate education for a deprived race of people.
Artifact – Berean Presbyterian Church
In the next artifact dated 1897, Presbyterianism. Its Relation to the Negro, in Dr. Rev.
Matthew Anderson’s autobiography, Berean Church’s purpose was to develop people's intellect,
social, economic, and moral character. Berean Church’s Berean Typewriting, Short-Hand and
Copying Bureau objective was to give employment to men and especially women possessing
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aspirations in this field. The church’s aim and effort were to devote all its means to raising the
standard of Philadelphia's people of color and land to a higher plane. Dr. Rev. Matthew
Anderson stated that the bureau transformed into the Berean Manual Training and Industrial
School. The bureau intended to connect reliable help and respectable families. I gathered a
commonality between Berean Presbyterianism's vision and Berean Manual Training and
Industrial School to better the lives of oppressed black people.
Artifact – Berean Building and Loan Association
Furthermore, in the same artifact dated 1897, Presbyterianism. Its Relation to the Negro,
Anderson, et al., 1897 stated that black people were isolated and divided amongst other races.
The schooling received under the slave system, and the ongoing prejudice was a systemic issue
causing almost impossible circumstances to rent or purchase desirable homes. Conditions
remained during that time the same every year for black people. Consequently, founders
established the building and loan association on February 12, 1888, to encourage black people to
save their money for securing home. I understand here that there were systemic issues such as
inadequate housing, prejudice, and segregation. The problem resolution for the combined latter
issues was the Berean Building and Loan Association.
Interview(s)
First Interview: Dr. Lorraine Poole Naranjo, President of Berean Institute
Using the interview questions created and mentioned after the literature review, the
interviewees and I conducted interviews.
Strategic Management Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
During a two-hour Zoom meeting on June 27, 2020, I interviewed Dr. Lorraine PoolNaranjo, President of Berean Institute, using the interview questions. This interview should be
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able to assist me in accomplishing the research aim: to describe how I can create a new business
model to address the need to intervene in systemic issues in an organization and its community
and create a better interdependent connection between innovation, corporate social sustainability,
economic development, financial planning, and strategic management formulated business
models. Consequently, one goal of the interview was to gather systemic issues in Berean
Institute’s practice of strategic management, financial planning, business model innovation,
corporate social sustainability, and economic development processes. In addition, a goal of the
interview was to discover more than the systemic issues that I mentioned seeing indirectly as a
financial consultant of Berean Institute. Accordingly, the objective was to discover Berean
Institute’s systemic issues. As a result, leadership could use the systemic issues as a reasoning
model for proposing corrective practices, validating the alternative business model, implicating
systemic issues using leadership tools, and integrating the latter processes into the alternative
business model.
Presenting key insights, the first two key insights of this interview started in the strategic
management process. From this part of the interview about the strategic management process,
first, I gathered the initial vision and mission of Berean and the current vision and mission of
Berean. The initial vision was to prepare freed slaves and immigrants needing skills to be a part
of the new workforce created after the Emancipation Proclamation. That vision improves the
systemic issue of undeveloped education for urban black people to accomplish the vision. Dr.
Rev. Matthew Anderson, Founder in 1899, envisioned obtaining the mission using an
organization to provide education in reading, writing, arithmetic, plain sewing, dressmaking, and
cooking. The latter curriculum evolved into carpentry, upholstery, millinery, basic sewing,
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shirtwaist making, practical electricity, tailoring, typewriting and stenography, bookkeeping,
cooking, waiting, and English studies.
In the current strategic management model of Berean Institute, the vision changed from
the 19th Century vision because the customer segment changed. The current vision was to
prepare the undereducated for lucrative employment opportunities because Philadelphia has
many undereducated minorities needing skills to prepare them for job opportunities. I gathered
that, in other words, the systemic issues of developed education for urban black people in 1899
were no longer the same systemic issue in the 21 st Century. Furthermore, the new systemic
complex issue evolved from continuous neglect of a simple problem to provide a system of
effective secondary education to prepare for post-secondary education and employment for urban
communities. Therefore, the current vision changed to help outfit the current emergent
education and unemployment model in communities. The current mission was to train skilled
workers to help rebuild the infrastructure; however, the only objective to meet the vision was a
program in cosmetology and barbering.
For the second critical insight of strategic management process, I gathered that there was
not a successful implementation of the five-year plan of the PA Department of Education’s
recommendation, to formulate a good for today and much better for the future program and to
identify stakeholders in the community believing the plan. However, Berean found itself not on
the path set forth by the education department due to the leadership. Therefore, there was no
common or unique strategy to achieve the long-term objectives of the organization. As a result,
two systemic issues exist here. The first systemic issue pertains to the implementation stage of
the strategic management process, and the second systemic issue relates to the community. The
second systemic issue was in community leadership, whereas internal and external stakeholders
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were not a part of the plan to improve community matters. In other words, stakeholders are key
in improving systemic issues in communities, but the stakeholders' leadership was ineffective for
change.
Financial Planning Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
For the key insight of the financial planning process, I collected that Berean Institute did
not have the individual of a financial planner such as a CFO, CFP, or ChFc to establish and
define the relationship between the organization and the planner. Individuals promised to help
raise money for the organization; however, a solid financial planning structure was not in place.
Furthermore, there was no financial planner (i.e., CFO, CFP, or ChFc) to gather client
quantitative and qualitative data from Berean Institute to evaluate and analyze the organization’s
financial condition. The planner was not there to analyze, assess, develop, present, implement,
and monitor the financial plan of Berean Institute. Thus, the first systemic issue was in this
financial planning process. In contrast, the organization did not follow the typical procedures to
obtain strategic financial advice. The second systemic issue was in the systemic issue in
addressing community issues as a team of stakeholders.
Financial planning is the process of formulating, implementing, and monitoring financial
determinations into an integrated plan to guide an individual (a business entity) to achieve its
financial goals. There was no financial plan using this process. Typically, a financial plan is a
devised document listing recommendation(s) to accomplish a set of goals and objectives. The
collection of goals and objectives center around an understanding of a business's current
financial situation. There was no planner to devise a plan to accomplish goals and objectives
based on Berean’s current financial situation. The financial plan was not a designed innovation
of financial planning catering to a Berean’s current and prospective financial situation. The
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conceptual framework of financial planning consists of internal data and external data. Berean
Institute did not address its financial goals and values (internal data), current and expected future
income, gift (charity), legacy taxes, investment returns, inflation, and interest rates.
Business Model Innovation Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
Continuing with the synthesis of business model innovation’s key insights, I gathered that
Berean Institute did not prepare for a successful business model design project by researching
and analyzing elements for the business model design effort. Furthermore, Berean did not
generate and test viable business model options to select the best effective and efficient model.
Berean’s business model was not a prototype, but it was the only model fit from the available
human and capital resources. The last known business model was the barbering and
cosmetology program preparing participants to become barbers and beauticians by obtaining the
necessary hours to sit for the PA state exam. It was a far model from the vision depicted in the
strategic management process.
Furthermore, the barber curriculum prepared barbers and cosmetologists to own and
operate their barbershop by using the score program of the Small Business Administration. In
the closing years, the cosmetology program did not prepare the beauticians to own and operate
their salon. Therefore, instructors did not correctly inform graduates on owning and operating a
business in this model. As a result, businesses would not correctly open new or renovated
establishments in communities. Companies would not create new jobs, so systemic issues like
blight and high unemployment would infect our communities. Thus, the organization
experienced a systemic problem within the business model.
The systemic issue in the business model was the operation of the business without
accreditation barbering and cosmetology programming. Without an accreditation business
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model, it was impossible to receive government grants. Without accreditation, students could
not use federal loans to pay for school and transfer credits to other institutions. Berean Institute
adapted and modified the model to continue operating when the human and unaccredited
financial resources diminished. Berean did not adjust and modify the business model in response
to market reaction because it could not make impactful changes using the available human and
financial resources leadership. There was no mention of building a business model per customer
insights; however, the community stakeholders were a part of the board to represent the
customers. Practical innovation entails a deep understanding of customers, including the
environment, daily practices, concerns, and aspirations. Berean’s business model innovationfocused exclusively on existing customer segments and set its sights on no new or unreached
segments. There were no models to satisfy new customers' unmet needs or incorporate social
innovation (i.e., environmental innovation).
I looked for the ideation of the business model design. Specifically, I looked for
Berean’s idea of idea generation to understand its concept of quantity. Furthermore, I looked for
Berean’s synthesis to understand its vision of combining and narrowing viable idea options.
There was no expansion of the boundaries of the current business model to improve
competitiveness or social awareness. Next, my findings conclude that the business model
innovation’s design epicenters were not a tool to design the business model. There was no
resource-driven, offer-driven, customer-driven, finance-driven, social-driven, or multipleepicenter-driven emergence. Also, Berean did not go beyond the status quo by challenging the
conventional assumptions using “What if” questions toward possible social initiatives.
The discovery of no visual thinking tools was transparent. During visual thinking design,
leadership utilizes pictures, sketches, diagrams, and Post-it™ notes. The administration did not
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use visual thinking to develop strategic questions by making the summary specific, enhancing
connections between building blocks, and simplifying the complex, including social initiatives.
Prototyping would consume time in this case, so Berean observed the utilization of similar
business models of the post-secondary environment (i.e., Temple University, Empire Beauty
School, Tri-State Barber School, Pierce College, to name several). The findings suggest
Berean’s usage of Storytelling Design. Leadership at meetings took advantage of the
explanatory power by relying on the familiar and disbelieving in the unfamiliar. The
administration used the talk and image technique. Leadership told the story of a student
(protagonist) in Berean (its environment). Lastly, Berean did not adapt and modify the business
model to market reaction and social initiatives. The market environment consumed Berean and
its potential to create change with social initiatives.
Economic Development Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
Proceeding with the synthesis of economic development’s key insights, I understand that
Berean Institute's leadership analyzed and evaluated the economic conditions in just Philadelphia
as a whole city. However, leadership did not analyze and evaluate the economic conditions of
the specific urban areas surrounding the institution to determine the possible organizational
impact to the plagued, systemic, economic issues of North Central Philadelphia, Yorktown,
Strawberry Mansion, North Philadelphia East. With no apparent data from the above analysis
and evaluation of data, there was no documentation of a plan to utilize the organization’s
physical, human, financial, and social assets, so there were no organization’s economic
development goals derived from an economic development plan. Moreover, the economic
development goals did not align with the strategic management goals. Remember, the strategic
management process above had systemic issues regarding implementing the organization’s
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strategy, internal and external stakeholders' leadership, and issues carried over into the economic
development stage. The interconnection here is consistent with a systematic domino effect of
one process or systemic problems in the holistic business system leading one strategic
management issue to impact the economic development process. Berean did not have a
checkpoint timetable to review and modify the economic development plan aligning with the
long-term strategy from the strategic management process.
Corporate Sustainability Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
Continuing with the synthesis of corporate sustainability’s key insights, I gathered that
Berean Institute did not formulate long-term stakeholder value by implementing a business
strategy focusing on the ethical, social, environmental, cultural, and economic dimensions. The
process did not foster longevity, transparency, and proper employee development because it did
not understand sustainability and recognize its meaning to Berean. Berean did not engage with
external stakeholders like businesses, community, and political leaders in the environment of
Berean to hear the stakeholder’s perspectives on social dimensions of doing business in the
environment. Berean did not set sustainability goals and community commitments, so it failed at
initiating longevity, transparency, and proper employee development regarding corporate
sustainability. The organization did not fully commit itself to checks and balances of creating a
corporate sustainability plan. The organization's daily operation became engrossed in
maintaining the business, so corporate sustainability was not top of daily activities.
Data Collection from Documents
I collected the documents about Berean Institute, Berean Savings and Loans, and Berean
Presbyterian Church. I compiled the data about the strategic management, business model
innovation, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and economic development processes of
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the Berean’s Reverend Dr. Matthew Anderson’s three-prong approach for social change and to
help answer the PICO framework question.
As I read the first document for systemic issues of Berean Institute and pertinent data, I
intended to gather insight into the five processes at hand (i.e., strategic management, business
model innovation, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and economic development). In
(Berean Institute Celebrates 110 Years 2009) regarding strategic direction, I discovered a
strategic plan to reorganize the organization by rebuilding excellence. The board named the
strategic plan “Rebirth to Excellence: Preparing for an Everchanging World.” The title of the
plan seemed like an attempt to focus on the excellence of prior leadership. However, it did not
seem that leadership had been using a strategy overlapping the excellent strategic management
process of the past success. The strategic plan was to revitalize the educational programs. The
school’s reorganization plan ranged 3-years. However, the strategy did not align, incorporate, or
adapt the contextual framework of Berean’s initial Three-Prong Approach focusing on social and
financial initiatives and systemic issues in its community.
Moreover, I gathered that the consultants designed new and innovative ideas; those were
specific to financial gain with social objectives. I ascertained financial planning issues about
financial planning, leading to the need to raise funds due to the lack of funds in Bereans reserved
funds. I learned of a donor-driven campaign to raise $500,000 for the Berean Institute’s
Building Fund to secure the property from the General State Authority; the campaign was an
outreach to external stakeholders to understand the importance that Berean brings to the
community by contributing to its survival. The preceding financial movement interconnects with
corporate sustainability. Concerning corporate sustainability, I learned that Berean honored
external stakeholders for their consistent dedication to helping Berean during the reorganization
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process. It formulated long-term stakeholder value and implemented a business strategy
focusing on the ethical, social, environmental, cultural, and economic dimensions to foster
longevity, transparency, and proper employee development. Lastly, I ascertained that this
reorganization movement was supposed to attract veterans to the program regarding economic
development. Using the Founder’s Day Celebration and “Community First Fundraising
Campaign,” Berean planned to improve the community’s people’s economic, political, and social
well-being.
Article(s) Illustrating Berean Institute Business Practices
Within (Russ, Valerie 2020) regarding strategic management, I discovered accreditation
issues. Berean lost its accreditation due to a lack of student enrollment. From a long-term
perspective, accreditation is a valuable strategic asset to obtain state funding and for a student to
receive federal student loans. Berean’s board fired the executive director to go in a new
leadership direction. For business model innovation, I learned the same thing that I stated in the
previous text. The main point was simply that Reverend Dr. Matthew Anderson, the founder,
had an innovative business model and helpful intentions for the underserved black people
arriving from the segregated South during the late 19th Century and early 20th Century; it also
led to other ethnic groups enrolling.
Regarding financial planning, I ascertained issues in maintaining state funding. Berean
lost $1.4 million in state funding when Pennsylvania omitted Berean in the state budget. The
school received its first state charter in 1904, and in 1904, it received a state grant of $10,000.
Concerning corporate sustainability, I determined that Berean's focus was not on corporate
sustainability at the time of this breaking news because strategy and financial planning consumed
business operations during the closing days of Berean Institute. Concerning economic
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development, the school closing would not improve Berean’s environment from an economic,
political, and social well-being perspective. Communities would lose employment opportunities
from Berean hiring external applicants and training students to create ownership’s employment
opportunities. The state government was accountable for the closing, and the community would
lose an institution positioned to prepare people to advance economically.
Court Case Regarding Berean Institute
Continuing to obtain significant, persistent data, I examined the following case
(Transworld Systems, Inc. F/D/B/A Credit Management Services Plaintiff v. Berean Institute,
Inc. and Board of Directors of Berean Institute, Inc John Braxton Et Al. Defendants 2011).
Regarding strategic management, business model innovation, and financial planning, I
discovered that on January 3, 2008, the former parties agreed on consulting services. To fix the
operation issues, Berean resourced the help of a consulting firm. The Maxwell Consulting
Group, LLC promised to assess and restructure the operations and finances of Berean and to seek
accreditation for two schools operated by Berean. John Braxton, chairperson of the Board of
Directors of Berean, and an individual named Stephen Organ, President of The Maxwell
Consulting Group, LLC, signed the business agreement. While Berean attempted to fix the
strategic management, business model innovation, and financial planning processes, the issues of
this case evolved from the already problematic financial issues of Berean. The reason for this
case was the alleged breach of contract by failing to make payments upon invoices due and the
inducement toward the consulting firm to continue performing duties after failure to remit
payments.
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Literature by Ricardo Orlando Howell on Berean Building and Loan
I inspected the following literature by (Howell, Ricardo Orlando 2017). Regarding
strategic management, business model innovation, and financial planning, in Berean’s early
years of operations in 1909, Rev. Dr. Anderson, the founder, strived to expand its model
strategically. That model was supposed to serve more students and create an endowment to pay
the remaining balance on the mortgage and timely meet operating expenses. After six years, the
latter plan did not come to fruition. Berean expected financial support from the Republican PA
Governor Martin Brumbaugh due to Berean’s support to help him win the 1914 election.
However, he broke his promise by not appropriating $45,000 on two separate occasions. The
state of Pennsylvania had appropriated funds to the institution for nine years.
Regarding sustainability, from admiring friends the external stakeholders, Berean
received donations and pledges, but it still came close to stopping its operations. To help keep
the institution open, Anderson had to stay in the Presbyterian Church pastoral role to lead the
church’s support to Berean Institute. Remember, Anderson’s initial three-prong approach
incorporated Berean institute, Berean Presbyterian Church, and Berean Saving and Loan Bank.
However, the literature contained nothing specifically about economic development.
Facts of Berean Presbyterian Church
Within (Ministries 2018), regarding strategic management, business model innovation,
and corporate sustainability. I gathered the following pertinent, relevant organizations, partners,
and missions of Berean Presbyterian Church:
Berean Presbyterian Church Organizations:
•

Scholarship Ministry

•

Youth Ministry

•

Men’s Council Ministry
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•

Women’s Ministry

Berean Community Partners:
•

S. A. L. A. H. – S.A.L.A.H is the Study of African American Life and History, and it is
an organization dedicated to studying and appreciating African American History.

•

Al-Anon – Al-Anon – The worldwide fellowship offers a recovery program for the
families and friends of alcoholics, whether or not the alcoholic recognizes the existence
of a drinking problem or seeks help.

•

Narcotics Anonymous – Narcotics Anonymous, founded in 1953, describes itself as a
"nonprofit fellowship or society of men and women for whom drugs had become a major
problem."

•

Temple University – InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, Office of Community Relations,
PASCEP, and Union Workers

Berean Service Missions:
•

Community Dining Hall

•

Clothes Closet Ministry

•

Community Computer Lab

•

Food Cupboard Ministry
Berean Presbyterian Church continues to demonstrate social missions. Yes, the church

should have a social agenda because it is for religious worship and activities. Yet, Berean
Presbyterian Church has a strategy to reach the surrounding community with its leader's motto
that we should "Enter to Worship, Leave to Serve." The business model leans to grow the
congregation within the church, yet it still strategically organizes ministries to administer the
work and vocation of the church. The church sustains community partners and service missions
to maintain long-term stakeholder value by implementing business strategies and focusing on the
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ethical, social, environmental, cultural, and economic dimensions. Berean Presbyterian Church’s
organization, community partners, and service missions interconnect with Berean Institute or
Berean Bank like the initial three-prong approach.
Berean Enterprises – Overall Critique
Berean Enterprises were at one point in time a three-prong approach to social and
financial gain. The strategy included the following enterprises:
1. Berean Enterprises’ Berean Institute, formerly Berean Manual Training and
Industrial School
2. Berean Enterprises’ Berean Savings and Loans
3. Berean Enterprises’ Berean Presbyterian Church
The enterprises worked together to improve systemic issues in their community. However, as
the businesses grew older during their operation and leadership changed control, the integral
parts broke apart, and each enterprise had its objectives instead of a collective purpose.
Nevertheless, the enterprises had their directions and visions. Neither business incorporated the
other businesses’ ideologies into its sole business model, or neither business unified with the
other enterprises’ business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning,
corporate sustainability, and economic development conceptual framework to form multiple
companies aspiring to improve systemic issues in its organization and its community.
Second Interview: Sidney Amster, Investor, Partner & Board Member of Early-Stage Impact

Afterward, this interview’s perspectives should also be able to assist me in accomplishing
the research aim: to describe how I can create a new business model to address the need to
intervene in systemic issues in an organization and its community and create a better
interdependent connection between innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic
development, financial planning, and strategic management formulated business models. For
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those reasons, one goal of the interview was to gather perspectives regarding strategic
management, financial planning, business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, and
economic development processes.
During a two-hour Zoom meeting on June 5, 2020, I interviewed Sidney Amster,
Investor, Partner & Board Member of Early-Stage Impact, using the interview questions. Sidney
Amstar specialties are Early-Stage Company consulting, investment, and management as well as
education, with emphasis on Merger and Acquisition and interim management; he is a mentor,
educator, and angel investor; he also balanced university teaching with panel discussions and
with serving on non-profit boards in the Philadelphia area 30+ years; he has entrepreneurial
experience in building companies, including successful exits in environmental and technology.
Sidney has been and continues to be on panels regarding global investing, including Australia,
Canada, and Israel. Lastly, he was a judge at the Philadelphia Angel Venture Fair and the
Temple BYOBB Competition for 10+ years. In 2011, I met Sidney Amster. We connected due
to our Temple University association. Sidney was a professor at Temple University, and I was
an alum of Temple University’s Fox School of Business Management. We shared creative ideas
on innovative business ventures. Because Sidney has the experience to address an organization's
creation, longevity, and issues, I chose Sidney to participate in this case study for his knowledge,
education, vision, and business administration perspectives.
Strategic Management Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
The questioning began with Sidney’s perspective on the strategic management process of
an organization. Typically, the strategic management process helps to compose the setting of a
mission and goals. The context of this dissertation supplies more insight into an organization's
societal mission and its plans while an organization’s primary goals are to focus on wealth (i.e.,
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growing product or service, markets, technology, customer satisfaction, quality, philosophy, and
self-concept (identity)). The societal goals align with the mission, vision, and plans at any stage
of operation, from start-up to growth to reorganization. Sidney Amster stated that current
operating organizations or a reorganization must conduct societal goals. For example, Sid’s
venture companies have societal initiatives like a convicted felon work program. He asks
companies during capital raising presentations whether it has a societal goal before investing in
an organization.
As we continued the conversation, the strategic management concept of appraising
company capabilities became a focal topic. Sidney Amster stated that his round table of venture
capitalists brings different perspectives and company capabilities due to their education and
experience. When his teams do not have the necessary knowledge or company capabilities to
address the issues; then, his teams rely on external sources to help his team conceptualize
situations. Furthermore, Sidney stated that he and his colleagues expect all organizations to have
strategic (long-term) objectives and objective groups during the appraisal of an organization. For
example, Sidney mentioned that before a start-up company presents to the round table of venture
capitalists, they must fulfill an executive aspect of operations by submitting to the capitalist that
the presenters take all company capabilities of operating a business operation into perspective
addressing strategic societal impacts. Typically, the board of advisors for small companies
becomes the board of directors for the same companies because their capabilities help establish
its successful societal strategy.
Financial Planning Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
As we continued the conversation, financial planning became the next topic of
discussion. Precisely, I needed to know Sydney’s social perspective towards the financial
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planning of a business organization. “Financial consultants,” said Sydney. Consultant firms
help form financial strategies on the financial side. A financial planner needs to be good at
corporate finance and accounting rules. An organization needs an outsider or a third-party
financial consultant from as close to the first day as possible to avoid future financial issues like
not detecting systemic problems in reaching strategic financial goals. The finance team,
including the CFO, manages to scale up the growth to 500 companies in a scaling-up model
depending on the business. Financials are retroactive in many cases; in other words, financials
state financials look good now and will continue to look good later using expected outcomes.
However, unbiased opinions on the latter data keep the leadership accountable for the financial,
social objectives. Until the business can afford a full-time CFO, part-time financial leaders lead
the financial team.
Sydney stated that there is no cost to meet societal goals because running practical,
efficient operations meet society's requirements. Sydney suggested raising the following
questions. Is meeting society requirements enough? What is the cost-benefit analysis of meeting
society requirements? Meetings society's needs should not be a cost, but it should be a benefit.
If a company can find a way to profit by being more socially responsible, it will use that social
profit motive to gain profit and obtain its goals. Increasing social value increases like an
increase in the social initiative will increase its value increasing its social initiatives. There
should be a reasonable effort to appeal to the community in which the business operates. An
organization’s operation should reflect the community in which it works. CFOs have a fiduciary
responsibility to the financial aspects of an organization to provide the best data, advice, and
exposure deficiency. If smaller organizations cannot afford accounting and legal consultants, it
implements its financial plans. Accounting firms and legal firms take care of auditing, advising,
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and exposing deficiency to hold CFOs accountable. Annual is the typical minimum period, but
shorter periods are the preference to detect systemic issues early.
Business Model Innovation Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
We continued the conversation by focusing on business model innovation. Sydney’s
Investor Circle group makes sure that the organizations go through a funnel of business minds
before arriving at the point of presenting a business model design project to the investor circle.
Investor Circle focused on this process for over 10-years to make the process smooth.
Organizations receive consultant time before presenting to the Investment Circle. In addition,
organizations should conduct meetings with all internal members to ensure business model
design efforts. The Investor Circle used intuition as the primary decision-maker of the chosen
viable business model of presenters. With capable management, leaders monitored the viable
business model to adapt and modify market reaction.
Economic Development and Corporate Sustainability Overall Synthesis of the Key Insights
We continued the conversation with economic development and corporate sustainability;
however, we noticed from previous questions about the processes that the scope of the entire
interview was overlapping and relevant to one another. Yes, leadership did create a checklist of
socially responsible issues that it needed to sustain to be economically and socially accountable,
like diverse hiring, a suitable environment for growth, paid above average. The organization just
did social good. We determined that the latter list is inconclusive, so we present the following
question. Is that list complete based on the systemic issues in the organization’s community?
Results Lead to Discussion and Implications
Now, I can use the collected data to elaborate on the findings using discussion and
implications. I will interpret my results to discuss the PICO of the dissertation and develop
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implications for this organization during Chapter 5. The implications are examples for
organizations and contributions to literature. I will move throughout the strategic management,
financial, business model innovation, economic development, and corporate sustainability
processes, so the objective is to further discuss the findings before implicating the conclusions.
The tools to implicate the results will be the following:
1. Strategic leadership frameworks
2. Strategic organization development and change
3. Patterns of strategy.
The interaction between the latter tools is nonlinear within the operation of each process
of Berean Institute. In other words, each process does not stop so that the different processes can
begin. Therefore, in addressing the findings of each process, the tools to address the findings
work together to create an effective and efficient organization, not by themselves. In some cases
of the implications, specific tools will be more justifiable than other tools to adapt to the
resolution of the problem.
In this upcoming discussion, I determine that the management for Berean Institute can be
the intervention proposed in this dissertation. Remember: the PICO (population, intervention,
comparator, and outcome) framework is a structured approach for developing questions about
interventions. For example, using the PICO framework, I created the following question: Can
businesses using a business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic
development, financial planning, and strategic management processes to formulate an alternative
business model rather than an organization’s current business model to improve systemic issues
in an organization and its community?
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Discussion – Overall Strategic Management, Financial Planning, Business Model
Innovation, Economic Development & Corporate Sustainability Processes
After the examination of Berean Institute, the determination is that this business can use
the processes to formulate an alternative business model rather than the current business model
to solve systemic issues in the organization and its community because findings from this
business’ case study implied discretely the process’ ability to improve systemic problems in the
organization and its community. However, Berean Institute was not thoroughly operating the
processes. To thoroughly operate using the processes, Berean would need a strategic
management process’ perspective to use that process as a business tool and framework for
conducting the entrepreneurial operations of the business to renew, grow, and transform the
organization’s social and financial presence. After creating its financial and social vision,
Berean would also need to determine its strategic, financial, and social goals and objectives. Its
financial plan needs to describe the necessities such as activities, equipment, materials, and time
to achieve financial and social goals and objectives.
Furthermore, Berean must, from a business model innovation process’ perspective,
illustrate the logic of just how it invents, distributes, and secures value, including social value.
From an economic development process’ perspective, Berean must commit to managing its
improvement to its community’s economic, political, and social well-being. Lastly, Berean
needs a corporate sustainability process’ perspective to formulate long-term stakeholder value by
implementing a business strategy focusing on the ethical, social, environmental, cultural, and
economic dimensions to foster longevity, transparency, and proper employee development. Each
process needs to incorporate social initiatives within its business texture to improve systemic
issues in its community and avoid systemic problems in the management’s sustainment of its
social initiatives.
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When I deliberate on the data from Berean’s Three-Prong Approach, the current state of
Berean Institute, and the perspective of the interviewee, Sydney Amster, to determine systemic
issues in Berean, I can argue now that the systemic problems in Berean were its inability to
effectively and efficiently utilize the strategic management process to improve the systemic
issues in its community due to failure acknowledging the systemic issues in its neighborhood like
the enterprises in the Three-Prong Approach, a decline in the social practices within its
objectives, and no slight adaptation to new systemic problems in its community. Furthermore, I
can argue the existence of systemic problems in Bereans current model about the financial
planning process to improve systemic issues in its community due to its financial challenges to
achieve its strategic financial goals and objectives after creating its vision; from a financial,
social viewpoint, its financial plan did not describe the time horizon to achieve financial and
social goals, and objectives.
Additionally, I can reason the existence of systemic issues in the business model
innovation process used to improve the systemic problems in Berean’s community because the
model did not illustrate the logic of just how it invents, distributes, and secures financial and
social value. Also, I can argue the existence of systemic issues in the economic development and
corporate sustainability processes utilized to improve the systemic problems in Berean’s
community because there was mismanagement in its improvement to its community’s economic,
political, and social well-being, and mismanagement in the formulation of long-term stakeholder
value by not implementing a business strategy focusing on the ethical, social, environmental,
cultural, and economic dimensions of doing business to foster longevity, transparency, and
proper employee development.
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The implications for the strategic management process led me to strategy. Here, the
operation occurs to propose alternative ways by using specific tools and frameworks to increase
the processes of Berean Institute. Strategy is the actions taken to accomplish long-term
objectives. Strategic management is the organization's general manager or leader(s) (i.e.,
executives, directors, and general managers).
Implications
Implications – Strategic Management Process
With implications in mind, the question is the following. What is the tool(s) to prevent
the strategic management process from not being a long-term beneficial process and solving
systemic issues in an organization and its community? The diagnostic treatment for avoiding a
future misalignment of strategy in strategic management is the Strategic Leadership Frameworks,
Concepts and Methodologies, and Management and Leadership of Organization Development
and Change.
Utilizing the strategic leadership frameworks, concepts, and methodologies, there need to
be managerial skills. A management definition is to employ human, physical, and financial
resources to accomplish organizational goals. Managers need managerial skills. Managers need
to be visionary leaders. Leadership designs a vision for the future, and it directs and induces the
team. Leaders need to conduct recruiting, training, retaining, coaching and motivating the team.
Berean will have a better strategic management process if it leads the organization during
the strategic management process. The following are contexts to lead the organization. From
the data, the classification of the Berean’s leadership was autocratic, meaning that the leader
dominated the decision making leading to misalign of the utilization of the finances. In this
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organizational setting, a democratic leadership classification would be operational because it is a
participative style for the group to participate in the decision-making.
The organizing, staffing, and coordinating are favorable management and plausible
contexts for Berean Institute’s operation. Specifically, responsibility is the assignment of
carrying out missions or accomplishing an objective. Accountability is being responsible for the
accomplishment of a goal, whether responsibility is by delegation. Accountability cannot be
passed from one team member to another team member by delegation, although responsibility
may be by way of delegation.
The controlling, direction, and operations are good management and plausible contexts
for Berean Institute’s operation. Control is generating or sustaining the performance of people,
organizations, equipment within prescribed limits. In this case, the methods of organizational
control consist of leadership, establishing the culture (organizational development), establishing
budgets, centralized not decentralized control, management by objectives (MBO). In addition,
the following are other managerial skills desirable to avoid disorder of operations: effective
planning before operation of activities, organizational skills to organize operations and followthrough, selecting qualified leaders, teaching problem-solving techniques, and coaching.
Utilizing the operation of Management and Leadership of Organization Development and
Change, leadership needs to change the operating environment, change communication, and
emphasize productivity: changing workforce. Berean may change its operational environment
by changing its behavior, scope, leadership, and compromises. Changing communication will
aid Berean in transmitting information to join all parts of the business system to establish a
functioning business system. Finally, changing the workforce from evaluating productivity is
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favorable by administering education standards, work ethic, and productivity, shifting to
knowledgeable and qualified workers instead of under-qualified workers.
Implications – Financial Planning Process
Financial planning from a corporate perspective defines corporate goals and how to
complete the corporate goals. Furthermore, it is a process involving the determination of
investments and behaviors to achieve the objective. Also, it incorporates the preparation of
operating and capital budgets. From a business perspective, financial planning is a regular
operation to arrange the parts of the process into the best arrangement of the interaction between
investments and financing. Furthermore, financial planning puts the process into the best
collection of various natural alternatives and contingency plans. Also, financial planning sets
internal consistency among goals. Financial planning operates to achieve a desired standard of
operation from an entity perspective, like the existence and well-being of everyday reality.
Through risk management planning, it protects the assets (i.e., investments, goodwill, human
capital, environmental effects). It operates to save and invest short-term tactical goals and longterm strategical goals. Lastly, financial planning provides succession planning, financial
security, and wealth planning (i.e., charity, growing, conserving, and protecting a developed
fortune).
With that in mind, the question is the following. What is the tool(s) to prevent the
financial planning process from not being a long-term beneficial process and solving systemic
issues in an organization’s community? The diagnostic treatment for avoiding a future
misalignment of strategy is the Strategic Leadership Frameworks, Concepts, and Methodologies.
The managerial skill applicable to this case is problem-solving and decision making.
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This implication to address the problem of Berean Institute operates to fix the financial
decision making. Decision-making is a value creation concept of management within the
conceptual framework of Strategic Leadership Frameworks, Concepts, and Methodologies.
Furthermore, value creation connects to financial decision-making. It is the action to increase
the worth of a business, for example, better value per customer and maximization of value for
stakeholders.
Berean needs operations to improve their preventive managerial skill decision-making
and problem-solving with that in mind. The financial problems arose when there was a deviation
from the financial plan. The problem-solving process would alleviate the problem by identifying
achievable strategies to exploit. Practically, a business begins with a problem. An issue of
business arises when opportunities arise. Also, an opportunity is an attainable vision of cases in
which it can lead to gain value creation by exploiting and subordinating. Therefore, all business
begins with the problem of gain. In this case, financial decision-making relates to problemsolving by the operational, alternative, achievable exploitations embodying solutions and the
determination and selection of the operational, alternative, achievable exploitations displaying
solutions.
The behavioral decision theory is unfavorably operative in the Berean Institute case. The
behavioral decision theory details the leaders accepting an available option as satisfactory instead
of optimizing by selecting the best alternative. So, financial planning is an optimization process
of the best choices. Therefore, rational decision-making is the ideal operative for Berean
utilizing optimization to select the best alternatives.
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Leading the conceptualization of management, Berean’s, and any similar organization’s
leadership, in this case, needs typically to train leaders in the following problem-solving
techniques:
1. Stating the problem.
2. Collecting facts, views, and opinions on the problem.
3. Restating the problem.
4. Identifying alternative solutions.
5. Evaluating the alternatives.
6. Implementing the decisions.
7. Evaluating the results.
Implications – Business Model Innovation Process
The strategic tool to implicate the business model innovation process and organizations
of all nature, including Berean Institute, is the Blue Ocean Strategy of Patterns of Strategy.
From my experience using Kim and Mauborgne’s Blue Ocean Strategy and Business Model
Canvas, the business model perspective on Blue Ocean Strategy involves achieving value
innovation. Therefore, leadership must ask and answer the following four questions:
(1) Which of the components that the industry takes for granted is a removal component?
This question falls on the left side of an equally split business model canvas, representing cost.
Therefore, leadership intends to eliminate the cost to achieve value innovation.
(2) Which components should decrease well below the industry standard? This question
falls on the left side of an equally split business model canvas, representing eliminating cost.
Therefore, leadership intends to eliminate the cost to achieve value innovation.
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(3) Which components should increase well above the industry standard? Again, this
question falls on the right side of an equally split business model canvas, representing increasing
value. Therefore, leadership intends to preserve value to achieve value innovation.
(4) Which components should become inventions that the industry has never offered?
This question falls on the right side of an equally split business model canvas, representing
increasing value. Therefore, leadership intends to preserve value to achieve value innovation.
Blending Blue Ocean Strategy and the Business Model Canvas allows leadership to analyze
systematically business model innovation in its entirety.
The repercussions of blending the Blue Ocean Strategy framework with the Business
Model Canvas will simultaneously increase value during the reduction of costs, vice-versa, and
concurrent timing. With this tool combination, leadership can innovate cost impact exploration,
explore Value Proposition impact, and explore customer impact. In addition, the implications
allow the analysis of the effects of areas of the Business Model Canvas. With this application of
the implication, Berean or any organization could apply a social Value Proposition to a Business
Model Canvas to analyze its cost-benefit analysis impact.
Implications – Economic Development Process
The strategic tool to implicate the economic development process and organizations of all
nature, including Berean Institute, is the Management and Leadership of Organization
Development and Change. Interventions from an organizational perspective are definite actions
that advisors choose to exploit with the change effort following examining the results
commencing diagnosis and feedback. In other words, the advisor suggests intervening in the
economic development process organizational problem with an intervention. The choice of
using an intervention is to reposition employee attitudes from their current frameworks of
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position to invent an environment aiming to absorb new knowledge. When leadership
recognizes a problem, and organizational development is to study the situation and make
recommendations, change will more than likely occur. Systematically, it will affect the entire
system's operation by implicating this process due to its interdependence. The change is an
operative necessity to make the parts work together simultaneously. Therefore, the intervention
for Berean or any organization is to direct the improvement of the effectiveness and efficiencies
disrupting the standard way of operation. Innovation will emerge from the intervention.
Implications – Corporate Sustainability Process
The strategic tool to implicate the corporate sustainability process and organizations of all
nature, including Berean Institute, is the Management and Leadership of Organization
Development and Change. Interventions from an organizational perspective are definite actions
that advisors choose to exploit with the change effort following examining the results
commencing diagnosis and feedback. In other words, the advisor suggests intervening in the
corporate sustainability process organizational problem with an intervention. The choice of
using an intervention is to reposition employee attitudes from their current frameworks of
position to invent an environment aiming to absorb new knowledge. When leadership
recognizes a problem, and organizational development is to study the situation and make
recommendations, change will more than likely occur.
Systematically, it will affect the entire system's operation by implicating this process due
to its interdependence. The change is an operative necessity to make the parts work together
simultaneously. Therefore, the intervention for Berean or any organization is to direct the
improvement of the effectiveness and efficiencies disrupting the standard way of operation.
Innovation will emerge from the intervention.
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Implications – Integration of Processes: Alternate Business Model
What alternative business model intervention contributes to the latest frameworks and
interventions to improve an organization's systemic issues and community? In this instance, the
Alternative Business Model (ABM) is a systematic, innovative composition of utilizing strategic
management, financial planning, business model innovation, economic development, and
corporate social sustainability processes with the implications mentioned above to improve
systemic issues in Berean’s community. The Alternate Business Model (ABM) is the diagnostic
or active utilization of all the processes by an organization to formulate a strategic plan to change
systemic issues in communities; therefore, in this instance, the ABM would be more diagnostic
rather than dynamic active since I concentrate on the ability of Berean to use the ABM as
diagnostic feedback of the organization’s social practices rather than an acknowledgment of the
organization’s active social practices.
The Alternative Business Model consists of the following steps (see Figure 4.1):
1. Consideration
2. Implication
3. Implementation
4. Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe)
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Figure 4.1: The Innovative, Social, Alternate Business Model Process
First, during the Consideration step, I applied careful thought, typically over the case
study period, to deliberate on the enterprise's position in improving systemic issues in its
community. Second, the Consideration step prepared me for the Implication step, whereas I was
able to decide or act upon the results of the Consideration step. For example, during the
consulting process, an agent would spend the same time gathering data applicable to determine
the status of the enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issues in its community. In other
words, the agent analyzes the organization and the environment of the organization.
Second, during the Implication step, I concluded the Consideration step to suggest
corrections correct the enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issues in its community. After
the case study, I analyzed the data, including pertinent information regarding the company’s
systemic issue endeavor. Then, I proposed solutions or commended resolutions. In other words,
the agent presents to the enterprise a plan full of alternatives to adjust or reasons to continue the
endeavor to improve systemic issues in its community.
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Third, before executing the plan, the enterprise determines the implementer of the plan;
then, the implementer will manage the plan into effect using all necessary resources. During the
Implementation step, the agent executes a decision or plan into effect, or the enterprise executes
a decision or plan into effect. The Implementation step is the execution stage of the proposed
corrections. The step is the continuous execution of the acclamations. It may even be an
implementational combination of both corrections and acclamations.
Lastly, during the Monitor, Assess, and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe) step, the
enterprise’s executor measures the progress to assess the functional and non-functional parts of
the plan. Also, during this step, the Systemic Issue Radar (see Figure 4.2) can work as a tool to
monitor the assessment of success:
1. Red – An organization has not begun social initiative or systemic issue improvement in
its community.
2. Orange – Organization made progress toward improving systemic issues in its
community, and it can identify some transformation in its community.
3. Yellow – Organization nearly eradicated the systemic issue in its community, and it can
meaningfully identify the transformations in its community.
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Figure 4.2: Systemic Issue Radar
Then, the agent adjusts the plan as needed and addresses new systemic issues in the
organization and the organization’s community. Also, the agent strengthens the plan to reinforce
the functional parts of the plan.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION, REFLECTIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Conclusion – Point of the Dissertation. Consultants, executives, researchers, and
practitioners can use an innovative, strategic model to assist them in leading and preparing
organizations to operate in communities containing systemic issues. Although several processes,
numerous tools, and models help organizations, systemic problems still exist in communities
during these closing remarks. Although leadership uses strategic management, financial
planning, business model innovation, corporate sustainability, and economic development
processes to operate organizations, they need to integrate effective and efficient utilization of
those processes to avoid systemic issues within the organization and its community.
The business model of current businesses is capitalistic models in favor of profits rather
than profits and social well-being. There is a systemic issue in the strategic leadership of an
organization (i.e., decision making, cultural gaps, role definition, conflict styles, business
practices, value proposition, process capability, and data collection) if the administration does
not constantly collect data regarding relative systemic problems in its organization and
communities to formulate an intervention to prevent systemic issues in its organization and
communities related to its products and services or not associated with its products and services.
The current model does not plan to use past, present, or future profits derived from selling the
products or services to address systemic issues in communities. In other words, businesses do
not take accountability or responsibility by leading the creation, implementation, and monitoring
of a business model to contribute as a part of a change to prevent systemic issues in its
communities.
I am not the only leader attempting to implicate and improve systemic issues of
communities (i.e., alcoholism, blight, crime, disease, drug addiction, education reform, and
underserved community unemployment) by using concepts from the current business model, but
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I may be one of a kind in implicating and improving systemic issues of organizations and its
communities at the same time. Although leadership addressed systemic issues in communities
using several interventions, the alternate business model is a unique intervention to address the
systemic problems in an organization and its community due to its inclusion of corporate
sustainability and economic development processes. In 2018, I conducted an independent study.
I discovered several interventions for systemic issues in communities:
1. JP Morgan Chase’s philanthropy leadership
2. Assessing economic development
3. Planning by Economic Development Administration
4. Planning by The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC)
However, the interventions did not address the systemic issues in organizations to address
the systemic problems in communities. First, JP Morgan Chase (JPMC) focuses on fixing
systemic issues in communities in its framework. However, JPMC’s model does not dissect an
organization in an environment with systemic issues attempting or not attempting to address the
prevention of the systemic problems in communities. As a result, I proposed an alternative
business model to manage an organization's systemic issues, preventing it from addressing
systemic issues in communities.
Second, leaders proposed using an economic framework for assessing development to
address the success or failure rate of systemic issue interventions. In other words, leaders can
determine if an intervention put in place to address the systemic issues of communities facilitates
success or failure. For example, leaders can utilize the framework to assess the level of
enthusiasm from potential stakeholders of the systemic issue intervention. In addition, the
framework enables the leaders to make intervention modifications in their favor to influence the
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project's approval. So, I proposed an alternative business model to evaluate the community’s
systemic issue interventions from an all-inclusive combination of a conceptual business
framework. In contrast, the importance of assessing economic development integrates with other
vital processes to formulate a unified approach and to evaluate the progress of the organization
addressing systemic issues.
Third, the manifestation of the same systemic issues in communities repeatedly threatens
sustainable economic development in communities. U.S. Economic Development
Administration’s (EDA) leaders address the economic development of economically distressed
communities by creating interventions like employment, preserving existing jobs, and
accelerating industrial and commercial development using a diversity of investment systems.
Therefore, I proposed an alternative business model to contribute to the EDA’s interventions.
The model can attempt to improve systemic issues in communities. However, it can also assist
in improving systemic issues in the organizations trying to flatten the curve of systemic problems
in communities. In turn, the alternative business model strengthens EDA’s innovative
interventions by supporting enterprise systems to stimulate long-term, sustainable, systematic
economic development.
Last, the DVRPC recognizes the systemic issues of a historically slumping development
pattern in communities and quality education. However, it does not exhibit or report or relay
frameworks to improve systemic problems in the communities and quality education. Therefore,
I proposed an alternative business model to contribute as an intervention for a business to use
with the DVRPC framework to repair systemic issues within the organization and its community.
Conclusion – Definition & Explanation of the Alternate Business Model. What
alternative business model intervention contributes to the latter four frameworks and
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interventions to improve systemic issues in an organization and its community? The Alternative
Business Model is an innovative composition of utilizing strategic management, financial
planning, business model innovation, economic development, and corporate social sustainability
processes to improve systemic issues in communities via the organizations operating in
communities. Thus, the Alternate Business Model (ABM) is the diagnostic or active utilization
of all the processes by an organization to formulate a strategic plan to change systemic issues in
communities, so in this case, the ABM was more diagnostic rather than dynamic active since I
address the ability of the organization to use the ABM as diagnostic feedback of the
organization’s social practices rather than honor the organization’s operational social practices.
The Alternative Business Model consists of the following steps (see Figure 5.1):
1. Consideration
2. Implication
3. Implementation
4. Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe)

Figure 5.1: The Innovative, Social, Alternate Business Model Process
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First, during the Consideration step, I applied careful thought, typically over the case
study period, to deliberate on the enterprise's position in improving systemic issues in its
community. Second, the Consideration step prepared me for the Implication step, whereas I was
able to decide or act upon the results of the Consideration step. For example, during the
consulting process, an agent would spend the same time gathering data applicable to determine
the status of the enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issues in its community. In other
words, the agent analyzes the organization and the environment of the organization.
Second, during the Implication step, I conclude the Consideration step to suggest
corrections to correct the enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issues in its community.
After the case study, I analyzed the data, including pertinent information regarding the
company’s systemic issue endeavor. Then, I proposed solutions or commended resolutions. In
other words, the agent presents to the enterprise a plan full of alternatives to adjust or reasons to
continue the endeavor to improve systemic issues in its community.
Third, before executing the plan, the enterprise determines the implementer of the plan;
then, the implementer will manage the plan into effect using all necessary resources. During the
Implementation step, the agent executes a decision or plan into effect, or the enterprise executes
a decision or plan into effect. The Implementation step is the execution stage of the proposed
corrections. It is the continuous execution of the commendations. It may even be an
implementational combination of both corrections and acclamations.
Lastly, during the Monitor, Assess, and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe) step, the
enterprise’s executor measures the progress to assess the functional and non-functional parts of
the plan. Also, during this step, the Systemic Issue Radar (see Figure 5.2) can work as a tool to
monitor the assessment of success:
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1. Red – An organization that has not begun social initiative or systemic issue improvement
in its community.
2. Orange – Organization made progress toward improving systemic issues in its
community, and it can identify some transformation in its community.
3. Yellow – Organization nearly eradicated the systemic issue in its community, and it can
meaningfully identify the transformations in its community.
Then, the agent adjusts the plan as needed and addresses new systemic issues in the
organization and the organization’s community. Also, the agent strengthens the plan to reinforce
the functional parts of the plan.

Figure 5.2: Systemic Issue Radar
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Conclusion – Interview Questions. The following are a condensed version of the
interview questions to ensure the inclusion of societal goals. I determined that some of the
original text and concepts will not be applicable to use during the Consideration step.
1. Strategic Management
a. Set a mission and goals – What is the organization’s perspective of the
importance of the mission, vision, and goals of the organization as it pertains to
the organization’s initial reason of existence and societal goals (i.e., product or
service, markets, technology, customer satisfaction, quality, and societal goals,
philosophy, and self-concept (identity))?
b. Assess the environment – What is your timeline, expectations, and perspectives
on assessing organization’s isolated (macro) environmental factors, task (primary
operating environmental factors), defining industry, and societal goals while
keeping in mind the competitive environment (Porter’s 5-Force Model),
Opportunities, and Threats?
c. Appraise company capabilities – What is your perspective on the organization’s
conveyance of functional analysis of strengths and weaknesses, match of strategy
and structure, resource-based analysis, and profit impact of marketing strategy
and societal goals? Were there strategic (long-term) objective groups (i.e.,
professionals from all parts of the organization’s business system)?
d. Craft the strategy – Does the organization use a process to develop a corporatelevel plan incorporating societal goals? What are the organization's generic
corporate-level strategy and the frameworks (i.e., GE 9-Cell Screening grid,
SWOT Portfolio, Feasible Corporate Generic Strategies, and Life Cycle Matrix)
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incorporating societal goals? What was the analysis and evaluation of the
portfolio of businesses? What was the organization's strategic fix analysis? What
were the steps in crafting the competitive strategy for small business units
incorporating societal goals?
e. Implement the strategy – What is the organization’s perspective on successfully
implementing the activities to fulfill a unique strategy and achieve the
organization's long-term objectives incorporating societal goals? Where there a
prevailing organizational leadership plan? Did the functional managers prepare
the functional components of the business strategy and plans for execution to
incorporate societal goals? Was concern for laws, environmental, and social
concern taking into consideration?
f. Evaluate and control the strategy – Does the organization understand the
foundation for strategy evaluation incorporating societal goals? Did the evaluator
use quantitative or qualitative criteria? What stage of the strategy’s development
was the strategy evaluated? Was the plan evaluated after implementation at
selected times?
2. Financial Planning
a. Establish and Define Client Relationship – Did a financial planner, CFO, or
financial consultant educate the organization, gather pertinent information,
analyze the latter information, and assist the organization in preparing and
implementing a financial plan that will accomplish the organization’s financial
goals incorporating societal goals within the desired period?
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b. Gather Client Data – Did a financial planner, CFO, or financial consultant acquire
enough information (both quantitative and qualitative) from the organization to
evaluate and analyze the organization’s financial condition?
c. Analyze and Evaluate Client’s Financial Status – Did a financial planner, CFO, or
financial consultant analyze and evaluate the organization’s financial status and
develop and present the financial planning recommendations to meet the
organization's goals, including societal goals? Did a financial planner, CFO, or
financial consultant formulate data analysis, including evaluating the
organization’s risk management portfolio, financial statement analysis, and the
external economic environment and establishing alternate options (plans) to
accomplish financial goals incorporating societal goals and including time
frames?
d. Develop and Present Financial Planning Recommendations – Did a financial
planner, CFO, or financial consultant choose one set of recommendations from
the alternate options?
e. Implement Financial Plan Recommendations – Did a financial planner, CFO, or
financial consultant explain the planner’s responsibilities separately from the
organization’s responsibilities, and lead the plan's implementation?
f. Monitor Plan – Did a financial planner, CFO, or financial consultant and
organization set up a timetable for the periodic review and modification of the
agreed-to plan?
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3. Business Model Innovation
a. Mobilize – Does the organization prepare for a successful business model design
project incorporating societal goals?
b. Understand – Did the organization research and analyze elements needed for the
business model design effort, including societal goals?
c. Design – Did the organization generate and test viable business model options and
select the best societal goals?
d. Implement – Did the organization implement the business model prototype in the
field with societal goals?
e. Manage – Did the organization adapt and modify the business model in response
to market reaction?
4. Economic Development
a. Introduction – Did the leader analyze and evaluate the economic condition in the
area that the organization could impact?
b. Data Gathering and Preparation – Did the organization secure economic data and
prepared a data plan to create and utilize physical, human, financial, and social
assets?
c. Goal Setting – What were the organization’s goals to generate improved and
broadly shared economic well-being? Did the economic development goals align
with the strategic objectives?
d. Analysis and Plan Formulation – Did the leadership team analyze the economic
development goals and formulate the economic development plan using the
goals?
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e. Presentation and Implementation – Did the organization present the plan to
stakeholders before implementation? Did all stakeholders and leaders of the
organization agree on implementation?
f. Monitoring – Did the organization set up a timetable and a system to review and
modify the plan? Did the organization focus on creating and utilizing physical,
human, financial, and social assets to generate improved and broadly shared
economic well-being?
5. Corporate Sustainability
a. Did the organization understand sustainability and recognize what it means to the
company? First, please obtain a definition of corporate sustainability from the
leader; then, the agent must compare the purpose to the following:
i. Corporate sustainability is a process to formulate long-term stakeholder
value by implementing a business strategy focusing on the ethical, social,
environmental, cultural, and economic dimensions to foster longevity,
transparency, and proper employee development.
b. Did the organization engage with the leadership of stakeholders?
c. Did the organization set goals and commitments? What were the goals and
commitments?
d. Did the organization establish systems and processes to reach the goals and to
satisfy the commitments? What were the systems and processes?
e. Did the organization track progress, communicate actions, and meet expectations?
What was the outcome of tracking the progress? Where were the gaps in meeting
goals? Did leadership modify the plan to continue progress to meet goals?
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Reflections – Research Aim & Objectives. The research aim of this dissertation was
the following:
Research Aim
❖ To describe how I can create a new business model to address the need to
intervene in systemic issues in an organization and its community and create a
better interdependent connection between innovation, corporate social
sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and strategic
management formulated business models.
After careful research, the Alternate Business Model describes a business model addressing
systemic issues in an organization and its community. The Alternate Business Model is an
innovative integration of a group of processes. The interdependent connection of strategic
management, business model innovation, financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and
economic development processes. The Alternate Business Model consists of the following steps
that I explained in the explanation of the Alternate Business Model:
1. Consideration
2. Implication
3. Implementation
4. Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe)
Research Objectives
Research Objective 1
To integrate business model innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development,
financial planning, and strategic management processes into an alternative business model.
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Research Objective 2
To validate the alternative business model.
Research Objective 3
To propose corrective practices.
Research Objective 4
To implicate the systemic issues using leadership tools.
For the first objective, the explanation of the Alternate Business Model displayed an
integration of strategic management, financial planning, business model innovation, corporate
social sustainability, and economic development processes to form the Alternate Business
Model. For the second objective, I justified the validity of the alternate business model by
explaining the outcome of the independent study. As a result, I discovered other leaders
pursuing similar interests without a model like the alternate business model to implicate systemic
issues in an organization and its community. For the third objective, I proposed corrective
practices to improve systemic problems in an organization and its environment during Chapter 4
– Discussion, Results & Implications. For the final objective, I implicated the systemic issues in
the organization using the following leadership tools: Strategic Leadership Frameworks,
Concepts and Methodologies, and Management and Leadership of Organization Development
and Patterns of Strategy.
Reflections – P.I.C.O. Approach. By using the aims and objectives, I was able to
support the answer to the following research question with the P.I.C.O. Approach:
P.I.C.O. Approach
The PICO (population, intervention, comparison, and outcome) framework is a structured
approach for developing questions about interventions. Furthermore, (Schardt et al., 2007), the
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PICO framework is used to develop literature search strategies in systematic reviews like an
integrative literature review. The PICO acronym stands for
•

P – Patient, Problem, or Population

•

I – Intervention

•

C – Comparison, control, or comparator

•

O – Outcome(s)

Hence, using the PICO framework, I created the following question: Can business model
innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and
strategic management processes formulate an alternative business model rather than an
organization’s current business model to improve systemic issues in an organization and its
community? The problem presented in this research question is the latter processes; the
intervention of the research question is the alternate business model; the comparison of the
research question is the capitalistic business model, and the outcome of the research question is
the improvement of systemic issues in communities. Thus, the latter PICO framework research
question intends to answer the question about the intervention (i.e., the Alternate Business
Model).
The answer to the PICO framework research question is yes that business model
innovation, corporate social sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and
strategic management process can formulate an alternate business model rather than an
organization’s current business model to improve systemic issues in an organization and its
community because conclusive evidence implies that the alternate model can not only improve
the systemic issues in an organization, but it can improve the systemic issues in the
organization’s community. In other words, if the model of an organization does not address
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systemic problems in communities, there are systemic issues in the enterprise and no intervention
to systemic issues in the organization’s community. If an organization is an individual for
business purposes (i.e., sole proprietor, partnerships, or corporations), it should be accountable
for its community like a responsible human individual. Therefore, a systemic issue in a
community without intervention is the fault of the individuals (i.e., internal and external
stakeholders) in the community not addressing the systemic issue as a team.
Reflections – The Five Spheres of the Alternate Business Model. The PICO
framework research question helped develop the literature search strategy to solve the latter
research question. The scope of the integrative literature review covered the five spheres of the
Alternate Business Model (see figure 5.3) formed from the business model innovation, corporate
social sustainability, economic development, financial planning, and strategic management
processes. Economic development and corporate sustainability are the two distinct processes of
the dissertation’s scope and conceptual framework, differentiating it from the content and
framework of typical business models.

The Five Spheres of the Alternate Business Model

Figure 5.3: The Five Spheres of the Alternate Business Model
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Furthermore, I organized the integrative literature review into organized topics. During this
systematic review process, I broke the organized topics into the common business themes, also
known as the PICO framework question’s problem, stated earlier. Thus, the following themes of
the body of the integrative literature review are:

Themes - Systematic Processes
1. Business Model Innovation
2. Strategic Management
3. Financial Planning
4. Corporate Social Responsibility or Corporate Sustainability
5. Economic Development
The five spheres of the Alternate Business Model helped to gain relevant literature on the shared
perspectives garnering the business processes. As a result, my research was able to contribute to
the literature in several instances.
Reflections – Business Model Innovation: One Sphere of the Alternate Business
Model. The most relevant parts of the literature about business model innovation begin with the
topic of Scalability. For example, in (Nielsen & Lund 2018), the lead question is “How do
companies develop scalable business models?” (Nielsen & Lund, 2018) defined Scalability as “a
system’s ability to expand output on demand; when resources are added.” Employing creating,
delivering, and capturing value, the literature depicts the creation, deliverance, and capture of
value as the inputs causing the expansion of value due to the additional construction and
modification of the business model.
To contribute, I created a new, innovative, modern business model from the current
operational organization model, creating a scalable business model. I transformed the existing
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business operation ways by maintaining, delivering, and capturing customer value for financial
gain and incorporating social value for humanity gain and the seed of extinction of systemic
issues in communities. The Alternate Business Model constructs and modifies the typical
business model to expand on typical customer value and social value. Therefore, the alternate
model (Nielsen & Lund 2018) formulated a sense of Scalability. In the case study’s context,
scalability freed the business from its current capacity to a more modern, innovative degree.
In (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017), the state of this literature enhances the precision of
Business Model Innovation (BMI) to give organizations a framework to improve their
sustainability ambitions. Therefore, the present state of this literature innovates just a business
model; it innovates a sustainable business model (SBM). (Geissdoerfer et al., 2016) raises the
question, “How can organizations bridge the design-implementation gap of sustainable business
model innovation?”.
I contributed to (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017) by integrating the financial and customer value
aspect of business model innovation with sustaining the social value aspect of corporate
sustainability. In other words, I observed the systemic issues in Berean’s business model
innovation and corporate sustainability processes; then, I constructed the integration of the
processes to fill the gap between the processes using a sustainable business model, also known as
an alternate business model, to design the construction of social value into the business model
frame so that the new framework leads and sustains a modern, operational change for addressing
systemic social issues in communities.
In (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017), the literature strengthened the implication of research and
management practice of business models and value configuration. The research in this literature
makes valid points for business model innovation utilization:
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1. Understand how value creation in your firm.
2. Have a plan for changing your business model.
3. Know how collaboration fits into your firm’s business model.
4. Anticipate the future of your firm’s business model.
To contribute, I strengthened the implication of research and management practice of
business models and value configuration by using the case study’s data to identify the Berean’s
current value; then, I made sure not to taint the current value during the implication step by
making the business model a social-oriented model without financial gain. I accomplished the
latter task by aligning Berean’s current value with the strategic social and financial plan. A plan
in place is strategy. A strategic plan falls within strategic management, so the Alternate Business
Model integrates the business model innovation process as a systematic, interconnected process
with the strategic management process. Furthermore, the Alternate Business Model contributes
to (Fjeldstad and Snow 2017) having a plan for changing the business model and anticipating the
future of its business model concept. The changing plan and future business model concepts are
like the Modify, Assess, and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe) steps of the Alternate Business
Model. In contrast, the latter steps create an opportunity to change and anticipate future business
models.
Reflections – Strategic Management: Second Sphere of the Alternate Business
Model. In (Demir 2017), the first significant aspects of the literature were the five mandatory
steps of the strategic management process: leadership, formulation, execution, integration, and
innovation. Next, using dimensions and maturity levels, this model seeks to depict the systemic
strengths and weaknesses within the strategic management process to identify and continue using
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the strengths to duplicate amongst departments and exploit the shortcomings as coaching points
amongst departments.
The model comprises seven different dimensions named below:
1. Leadership - Executive teams, decision-making, and encouragement of
innovation.
2. Planning & Executing - Effective plan including goals/objectives,
implementation, and monitoring of the plan
3. Processes & Tools - Designed for continuous innovation, flexible, agile, and lean,
integrated into corporate strategies
4. Structure & Model - Designed to achieve long-term strategic goals
5. People & Culture - Aligned with strategies, cultivate innovation
6. Performance Management - Performance indicators and metrics, Key
performance indicators (KPIs), measuring new business model, product/service,
or market
7. Innovation - Align innovation with business strategy by integrating all
departments
The higher degree of maturity means the more excellent the strategic management of the
organization. The six levels comprise of following levels:
1. Level 0: Undefined: Chaotic storming stage and a strong entrepreneurial spirit.
2. Level 1: Initial: Designated strategic planning leader, tactical plans, operational
issues, some components of the business model,
3. Level 2: Planned: Partial applying of a strategic plan, formulating business
strategies, organization-wide standards, define innovation management process.
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4. Level 3: Performed: Structuring comprehensive plan, cross-unit engagement, top
management engagement of monitoring the pursuit of strategies, communication
of strategy, still lacking complete linkage between strategy and business model,
incremental and random innovation.
5. Level 4: Optimized: Leaders and employees fully engage, updated initiatives, a
shift of strategic direction based on performance goals, support of long-term goals
and strategies, bureaucracy to adhocracy, fully operational innovation, the gap
between strategy and innovation.
6. Level 5: Excellent: Innovation embedded within the organization's culture,
sustainable innovation, fully integrated organization components, finely tuned,
formulated, and aligned innovation strategies with business strategies.
In comparison, I was able to contribute to (Demir 2017) by creating the Alternate
Business Model to incorporate the strategic management process during the Consideration step
of the Alternate Business Model by using questions relevant to strategic management to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of the organization’s strategy to improve systemic issues in its
communities. Also, it is the step where leadership finds systemic problems in its processes.
Next, I incorporate the dimensions of leadership, planning & executing, processes & tools,
structure & model, people & culture, performance management, and innovation by adding the
Implication and Implementation steps of the Alternate Business Model so that leadership may
suggest corrections to correct enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issue in its community.
Furthermore, the Implication and Implementation steps of the Alternate Business Model are
where leadership creates and executes the plan to intervene in the internal and external acts of the
systemic issues using leadership tools. Finally, for the maturity level aspect of the business
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model, the Alternate Business Model is a constant process of forging excellence by repeatedly
assessing the model to find issues during the Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe)
step of the Alternate Business Model.
Next, in (Phadnis et al., 2016), the alternative scenarios of the strategic management plan
attempt to increase organizational growth by eliminating unfavorable situations. An example of
an unfavorable situation is the unconformity of objectives with the vision and mission of the
organization. Multiple scenarios lead to flexible strategies impacting various conditions instead
of the single general scenario leading to just a general strategy. Multiple scenarios allow the
organization to craft various strategies to appraise the organization's capabilities better, assess the
organization's environment, and enforce the mission and goals.
Contributing to (Phadnis et al., 2016), I used strategical scenario planning as a basis in
the alternate business modeling by including a scenario perspective to the alternate business
modeling during the Implication, and Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe) step of
the Alternate Business Model. During the Implication step, multiple scenarios develop because
the organization uses the Implication step to create innovative, modern, resolute models and
intervene in the organizational plan's systemic issues and community. Furthermore, during the
(MADRe) step more, leadership designs new innovative, modern, resolute scenarios to duplicate
satisfactory progress or revise regression to prevent recurring past regression, advance current
progression, and sustain future progression.
Reflections – Financial Planning: Third Sphere of the Alternate Business Model. In
(Santora & Bozer 2018), the critical aspects are the following four reasons for lack of succession
planning:
1. Board member’s inexperience and lack of knowledge about succession planning
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2. Poor succession planning practices in the organization
3. Views of immortality on the part of founders and incumbent executive directors
4. Self-interest on the executive director’s part
In (Santora & Bozer 2018), the critical aspects are the following four recommendations to
eliminate the lack of succession planning:
1. Make succession planning part of the bylaws.
2. Educate the board and the incumbent.
3. Set term limits for an executive director.
4. Find a successor early on, and groom that person well.
Contributing to (Santora & Bozer 2018), I addressed the absence of succession planning
by making financial planning a systematic part of the Alternate Business Model. Therefore, the
financial planning process works simultaneously with the other parts of the alternate model and,
more particular with the strategic management process of the alternate model because it is in the
strategic management process that leadership of an organization addresses the long-term aspects
of the organization, including the long-term objectives of financial planning continuously.
Therefore, in systematic interaction of strategic management and financial planning process, the
Alternate Business Model (ABM) designs succession planning. During the Consideration step of
the (ABM), the systematic interaction occurs when leadership asks questions about the past,
current, and future long-term objectives to ensure that the objectives align amongst processes
overtime to implicate systemic issues in the organization and in its community.
In (Asebedo and Seay 2015), positive psychology seeks to put the mind in a state of
prosperity, flourish, and thrift for a fulfilling life. Financial planning can integrate with
psychology to become more strength-focused planning named positive financial planning to
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focus on the effective use of money to optimize well-being. Positive financial planning is centric
on life planning, financial coaching, and financial counseling.
To contribute to (Asebedo and Seay 2015), I exemplified the attention of the financial
planner to integrate financial planning into the organization during the Consideration step of the
Alternate Business Model using questions to analyze and determine the systemic issues in the
organization and preventing the organization from solving systemic issues in its community.
Furthermore, the positive psychology aspect falls within the financial planning process of the
Alternate Business Model because the Alternate Business Model encourages strength-focus
planning to focus on the effective use of money and to optimize the well-being of the
organization and the organization’s community using the organizational plan finances to use the
funds directly in the organization to improve the systemic issues or indirectly to use philanthropy
to improve the systemic problems. Furthermore, leadership reviews and revises the plan against
objectives during the (MADRe) step to ensure effective use of money to optimize the
organization's well-being and community.
Lastly, in (Kitces 2016), there are issues to consider during evaluating benefits and
economic impact. The first issue is how to measure the outcomes; the second issue is assessing
the value of advice. Measuring economic impact is crucial, so a methodology to evaluate the
effect is essential. The following are questions that the literature raised: What is the best method
to measure the economic impact outcomes of the strategies? Why use financial advice? How
can you evaluate whether financial advice is the best option or not an option? Is financial advice
beneficial due to the benefit of tax strategies? What is the actual value of sound financial
planning?
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Contributing to (Kitces 2016), I incorporated a way to measure the economic impact
during the Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise step (ABM) within the Alternate Business
Model. The MADRe step including repeating the alternate model process, starting with the
Consideration step that leadership measures or evaluates the outcomes of the financial and social
initiatives. If the recommendation after the Consideration step needs revising due to hindrance
in improving systemic issues, leadership can consider the advice less than as valuable as advice
requiring no revisions. A limitation in attaining the financial and social objectives can be a
learning experience and an opportunity to coach in leadership, so leadership cannot list advice as
worthless unless detrimental to organizational growth. However, if leadership does not need to
revise the recommendation after the Consideration step and repeats the implications to meet
objectives, the assessment is valuable, and the implication is valuable.
Reflections – Corporate Sustainability: Fourth Sphere of the Alternate Business
Model. In (Perrott 2015), the strategy is to create sustainable organizations to exemplify the
following perceived benefits of sustainable organizations:
1.

Improved company and brand image.

2.

Cost savings.

3.

Competitive advantage.

4.

Employee satisfaction, morale, or retention.

5.

Product, service, or market.

6.

Business Model or Process Innovation

7.

New sources of revenue or cash flow.

8.

Effective risk management.

9.

Enhanced stakeholder relations.
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The shift in the focus is short-term tactical to a long-term strategy to support
sustainability because complex changes impact the global economy, the natural environment,
and political institutions. Sustainability can take an integrated approach by considering several
organization components, also known as the organization's triple bottom line. In contrast, an
organization’s performance evaluates its financial, social, and environmental areas.
Sustainability is also essential to the culture and leadership of the organization because
leadership drives the effectiveness of sustainability decision-making, and culture guides the
values of sustainability. Thus, sustainability can benefit cultural, economic, environmental,
ethical, and social dimensions.
In (Perrott 2015), a framework named strategic sustainability management process to
help guide organizations in creating sustainability strategies where the environmental matters
need resolutions. The Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) complements this framework to
prioritize the sustainability issue instead of addressing all issues. The integration of the
sustainability framework and Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) with business strategy creates a
new strategy so that organizational, cultural, economic, environmental, ethical, and social
dimensions of doing business can fulfill the strategic goals of all the stated parts.
To contribute to (Perrott 2015), I exemplified the business model and process innovation
within the Alternate Business Model (ABM) and enhanced stakeholder relations concepts. In
addition, I incorporated the concepts of the corporate sustainability process using questions
during the Consideration step to identify systemic issues in the organization. The latter systemic
issues in the organization prevent the development of the vision, mission, prioritization of
strategic sustainability issues to improve the systemic problems in an organization and its
community. As a result, the Alternate Business Model (ABM) directly complements the
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strategic sustainability management process and the Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) by asking
pertinent business model and process innovation questions and internal and external
stakeholders. Furthermore, the Implication step of (ABM) ensures that leadership addresses any
issues within the process. It plans to integrate business model innovation and the corporate
sustainability process to obtain social, sustainable goals.
The Alternate Business Model (ABM) addresses the long-term strategy rather than a
short-term tactical plan to support sustainability by integrating the strategic management and
economic development processes in the Consideration, Implication, and Implementation steps to
address systemic issues impacting the global economy and the natural environment. Since the
triple bottom line of an organization entails financial, social, and environmental areas, the
Alternate Business Model (ABM) integrates the processes substantial to triple bottom line effects
such as the financial planning and economic development processes. Because sustainability is
essential to the culture and leadership of the organization, the Alternate Business Model
incorporates the strategic management process due to the processes’ focus on long-term culture
and leadership to drive the effectiveness of sustainability, the value of sustainability. When it
comes to Sustainability Issue Matrix (SSI) to prioritize the issues from low to high priority, the
Monitor, Assess, Duplicate or Revise (MADRe) step of the Alternate Business Model (ABM)
focuses on the systemic issues as components of each other in the organization and its
community to obtain overall social objectives, to propose corrective practices, and to implicate
the systemic issues using leadership tools.
In (Bansal et al., 2014), the perception of the model is simply whether tactical corporate
social responsibility initiatives will more likely be withdrawn, or strategic corporate social
responsibility initiatives will continue by organizations. Also, the perception is that stronger
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corporate financial performance (CFP) can help counteract the negative impact. Therefore,
strategic CSR will be the CSR kept rather than tactical CSR in a firm (CFP) organization.
Tactical CSR is more short-term improvement of stakeholders, fewer resource commitments, and
quickly imitated by competitors. In contrast, strategic CSR is long-term, large resource
commitments, and significant changes to organizational structures.
Contributing to (Bansal et al., 2014), I made corporate social responsibility a long-term
objective by incorporating the strategic management process with the corporate sustainability
and financial planning process making social initiatives a long-term, strategic objective rather
than a short-term tactical objective. Long-term initiatives prepare for systemic issues in the
organization’s community other than the potential systemic issues addressed in previous
implications. Consequently, long-term strategic CSR needs to be a part of an organization’s
long-term sustainable business model to address the systemic issues on a long-term basis
continuously.
Since an organization's solid corporate financial performance can guide long-term social
initiatives, I integrated the strategic management, financial planning, and corporate sustainability
processes in the Alternate Business Model (ABM). As a result, the ABM aligns the processes to
create a better interdependent connection to focus on accomplishing strategic, social, and
financial objectives with its business model.
Reflections – Economic Development: Fifth Sphere of the Alternate Business Model.
Lastly, in (Bower and Norris 2017), the economic development investment plan was meant to
profoundly impact urban cities by making a difference regarding blight, small business growth,
or workforce development. The goals were to drive economic growth, small business expansion,
neighborhood revitalization, and the financial health of citizens. The initial philanthropic effort
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initially occurred in Detroit, MI. The following essential aspect is the human capital aspect of
JPMC to help implement the philanthropic investment named Service Corps for technical and
operational assistance.
Furthermore, in (Bower and Norris 2018), after an economic development designing, JP
Morgan Chase & Co. team implemented the framework for urban redevelopment in urban
communities other than Detroit, MI, such as Washington D.C. and Chicago, IL. The model
applied to various conditions occurring in different cities. The four economic pillars named jobs
and skills, small business expansion, financial health, and neighborhood revitalization. In
addition, JPMC used its high-performing managers in a team called the Detroit Service Corps
(DSC) as the human capital to direct the capacity-building efforts effectively. The last key
aspect was the possible utilization of the success factors of this philanthropic investment effort to
duplicate in similar conditions.
Since both works of literature did not incorporate a framework for similar economic
development endeavors besides the agenda to address the same systemic economic development
issues in each endeavor using financial initiatives, I used the literature’s gap in its framework to
not only address the systemic issues but to address the systemic issues in the organization within
the community. Therefore, I integrated processes, including economic development, to form a
methodology and framework the Alternate Business Model (ABM):
3. Methodology- A process to set goals, implement and monitor economic development
investments
4. Framework or Model – Economic development’s investment plan business model
Reflections – The Conceptual Framework. Therefore, the conceptual framework
would look like the following framework:
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 5.4: Conceptual Framework
This conceptual framework states that business model innovation, strategic management,
financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and economic development are alternative
business model variables. Furthermore, business model innovation, strategic management,
financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and economic development processes have
causal influence (cause-effect relationship) with the Alternate Business Model hence the arrow
lines. The business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate social
sustainability, and economic development processes connect (correlation) in the social executive
business system hence the merger triangle. The social executive business system is a system
where executives join to make critical decisions in adapting to social change surrounding their
environment, like systemic issues of communities. The social executive business system is also
where executives interact to accomplish joint initiatives like the alternate business model.
Reflection – Hypotheses. For the hypotheses, I intended to test the following:
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Hypothesis 1: If an organization uses interdependently business model innovation,
strategic management, financial planning, corporate social sustainability, and
economic development processes to make a profit and to address systemic issues
in communities, at least one sustainable alternative business model will form to
assist in improving systemic issues in communities.
Hypothesis 2: The current business model of this organization is not
interdependently working together to improve systemic issues in communities.
For the first hypothesis, I can explain the assessment as the phenomena between business
model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate sustainability, and
economic development interconnection because each process by itself solves the issue of that
individual process. However, each process notably can align amongst all the processes to form
the Alternate Business Model to improve systemic problems in the organization and its
community. The tenable theory is the Theory of the Alternate Business Model Formulation and
Validation. Therefore, the theory would be capable of my defense because the first hypothesis is
true. The tenable theory states convincingly:
Hypothesis 1 – Accepted Theory: If an organization uses interdependently
business model innovation, strategic management, financial planning, corporate
social sustainability, and economic development processes to make a profit and to
address systemic issues in communities, at least one sustainable alternative
business model will form to assist in improving systemic issues in communities.
During the Consideration step of the Alternate Business Model, I discovered this regularity
asking pertinent questions to reveal integration between processes. Therefore, the Consideration
step of the Alternate Business Model addresses all the processes keeping the social and financial
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perspective as the focal points connecting the processes. Thus, an organization can improve the
systemic issues preventing it from its focal, social, and financial initiatives in the Implication
step. Furthermore, in the Monitor, Assess, Duplicate, or Revise step, the organization can
duplicate or revise initiatives to keep focal objectives to profit and address systemic issues in its
community. Thus, at least one sustainable alternative business model will continue to improve
systemic issues.
For the second hypothesis, because the organization’s current business model has
systemic issues in the processes, the assessment rationally explains that the Alternate Business
Model's focal, social, and financial initiatives were not interdependently working together to
improve systemic issues in communities. The tenable theory is the Theory of the Alternate
Business Model Formulation and Validation. Therefore, the theory would be capable of my
defense because the second hypothesis is true. The tenable theory states convincingly:
Hypothesis 2 – Accepted Theory: The current business model of this organization
is not interdependently working together to improve systemic issues in
communities.
I discovered this irregularity in the organization’s current business model during the
Consideration step of the Alternate Business Model. The questions asked during the
Consideration step helped to reveal the irregularity. In addition, the Monitor, Assess, Duplicate
or Revise (MADRe) step can help identify future irregularities. In contrast, the processes are not
interdependently working together to improve systemic issues in the organization’s community.
Reflections – Tools & Methodologies. The tool of Management and Leadership of
Organization Development and Change is an approach to implicate the processes of Berean
Institute, and the Alternate Business Model can be the method to integrate with the latter tool to
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improve systemic issues in an organization and its communities. Goal Setting and Management
by Objectives (MBO) of Management and Leadership of Organization Development and Change
are the interventions and definite actions that leadership can choose to exploit the change effort
following examining the situation and implementing problem resolutions. Alternatively, the
Alternate Business Model suggests exploiting the interaction of the strategic management,
financial planning, business model innovation, economic development, and corporate
sustainability processes during the Implication and Implementation steps to improve systemic
issues in an organization and its community. An intervention repositions leadership and
employee attitudes from their current frameworks of position to invent an environment aiming to
absorb new knowledge (i.e., implications) or a new conceptual framework hence the Alternate
Business Model and the Goal Setting and Management by Objectives (MBO) of Management
and Leadership of Organization Development.
I recognized the systemic issues in the organization as a change agent; then, I made
recommendations of Goal Setting and MBO and the Alternate Business Model so that change
would occur. Strategy is the Management and Leadership of Organization Development and
Change initiative and the Alternative Business Model approach because strategy is the action
taken to accomplish long-term objectives to improve systemic issues in an organization and its
community. With that in mind, Goal Setting and Management by Objectives (MBO) of
Management and Leadership of Organization Development and Change, and the Alternate
Business Model is the strategical tool and approach to use to emerge as a long-term beneficial
process and a process to solve systemic issues in an organization and its community. Goal
Setting and Management by Objectives (MBO) and the Alternate Business Model is also the
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strategical tool to prevent future misalignment of long-term objectives like financial and social
initiatives to gain profit and improve systemic issues in the organization’s community.
After all the findings, discussions, and implications, will organizational change leaders
begin to make their implications? As the leader (change agent) in the Berean Institutes case, I
started classifying the intervention. The level of intervention is organizational, and the complex
system organizes arrangements with the focus on Management by Objectives (MBO) and the
focus on process consultation. Therefore, this intervention will impact Berean Institute or any
organization in a similar case and how leadership conducts its strategic management, financial
planning, business model innovation, economic development, and corporate sustainability
processes to improve systemic issues in its community.
As the organizational development (OD) consultant, the consultant’s goal is to use the
MBO activities to unify the leadership and employees in exploiting the processes of the alternate
business model. Since the interventions help Berean Institute or any organization in a similar
case learn to solve its problems, the goal is to change Berean Institute or any organization by
increased interaction and communication amongst leadership and employees, leading to aligned
goals between individuals and management by objectives (MBO). Because this case challenges
the integration within the internal and external environment of the organization, an organizationwide intervention is an acceptable intervention for a large-scale change effort of this nature to
increase the effectiveness of an entire organizational system or a primary organizational unit.
For the success of this intervention, senior management must back and enthusiastically
play a part in its implementation. In this case, Dr. Poole-Naranjo, acting president, loved the
idea of this dissertation; she allowed me to interview her for the data collection and analysis of
Berean Institute. Throughout this dissertation, I addressed the critical organizational objectives
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employing the conceptual framework of strategic management, financial planning, business
model innovation, economic development, corporate sustainability processes. In this
intervention, the organizational goals of the executive members (i.e., team) will align with the
critical organizational objectives. Therefore, senior management will fill in the gaps found from
the strategic management process to provide a clear corporate purpose or mission to guide
strategic planning (i.e., long-term goals).
The implementation of Management by Objectives (MBO) is a process that requires six
steps to complete. For the first step, the change agent needs to formulate long-range goals. This
step occurs after the strategic management process, whereas Dr. Poole-Naranjo and other
executive management develop strategic actions to accomplish strategic management's long-term
objectives. For the second step, the change agent will use specific, measurable objectives
derived from the broad organization objectives to ensure that time frames meet by using the
managerial skill of time management. Therefore, the change agent will develop the objectives
from the strategic plan of the Berean Institute case to formulate more specific, measurable
objectives by time frame. Finally, for the third step, the change agent will continue aligning
objectives by developing a set of specific, measurable, departmental objectives based on the
broad organization objectives.
For the fourth step, the change agent will again continue alignment with the broad
organization objective. However, this alignment incorporates group and individual goals
towards meeting general organization objectives using management perspectives such as
effective interpersonal communication, organizing, staffing, and coordinating. This step is a
collaboration between managers and subordinates. For the fifth step, the change agent
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formulates and implements the action plans to arrange the means of reaching the goal. Actions
plans in this context fit the managerial skills of the organization member.
At last, for the sixth step, the monitoring of the goals occurs. During the reviewing goal progress
step, the responsible leadership of Berean Institute must assess the advancement of
accomplishing the goal by way of a group or individual subordinate meetings. The meetings will
give Berean Institutes’ leadership time to deliberate the problems sustaining the goals and assess
the performance of the individual or group. Also, Berean Institute’s leadership can review and
modify following the broad organization obtainable objectives.
Furthermore, the implementation of an Alternate Business Model is also a process, and
the process requires the following four steps to complete:
1. Consideration
2. Implication
3. Implementation
4. Monitor, Assess and Duplicate or Revise (MADRe)
First, during the Consideration step, I determined that I applied careful thought over the
case study period to deliberate on the enterprises' position in improving systemic issues in the
business and its community. For example, as the agent, I spent time during the Consideration
step of the Alternate Business Model, conducting the consulting process gathering data
applicable to determining the status of the enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issues in its
community. In other words, I analyzed the organization and the environment of the organization
using Consideration step questions.
Second, during the Implication step, I concluded the Consideration step to suggest
corrections to correct the enterprise’s endeavor to improve systemic issues in the organization
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and its community. Otherwise, I analyzed the data, including pertinent information regarding the
company’s current focal aim to meet financial and social objectives. Then, using the
Consideration step questions, I proposed my perception of solutions or commended resolutions
based on the concepts from my knowledge, experience, interviews. In other words, as the agent,
I offered during this literary work a strategic alternative to adjust the endeavor to improve
systemic issues in the enterprise and its community.
Third, if an organization is committed to social and financial initiatives to improve
systemic issues in the organization and its community, it initiates the plan to improve systemic
issues. Then, before the execution of the plan, the enterprise decides the committed executor of
the plan; then, the executor will implement the plan into effect using all necessary resources.
Fourth, the initiation allows the agent (i.e., internal or external) the opportunity to execute a
decision or plan into effect. Finally, leaders would implement the proposed corrections and
continuous performance of the commendations in the plan.
Lastly, the committed executor keeps the processes operating proficiently. If the
Alternate Business Model (ABM) processes are functioning efficiently, it can be effective too.
During the Monitor, Assess, and Duplicate or Revise (Madre) step, the enterprise’s executor
examines, considers, and replicates or retools the plan by detecting the functional and nonfunctional parts of the plan using current outcomes of social and financial endeavors. Then, the
agent adjusts the plan using business tools and the Alternate Business Model as needed and
addresses new systemic issues in the organization and the organization’s community.
Furthermore, the agent must continue to strengthen the plan to reinforce the functional parts of
the plan.
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In conclusion, Berean Institute and any other organization can use business tools and the
Alternate Business Model because the tools and processes encompassing the model are everyday
business operation processes. Systemic issues in the tools and processes prevent financial and
social manners from operating in the scope of the Alternate Business Model (ABM) and the aim
and vision of the enterprise. The implementation of tools like Management by Objectives
(MBO) will become effective during the Implementation step of the Alternate Business Model
(ABM) process because the MBO is a tool used within the methodology of the ABM.
Opportunities. This research only allowed two of the four steps of the alternate business model;
however, the alternate business model did not have four steps at the beginning of this research.
First, Berean Institute’s leadership can revive the organization to operate at a social and financial
compacity, including the alternate business model within its structure. During Berean Institute’s
revitalization process, an agent can start from the Implementation step of the Alternate Business
model because the Consideration and Implication steps are complete. The organization could
permit me to lead the organization during the implementation step. The organization and I could
lead the enterprise in determining the most qualified agent to execute the Implementation step.
Furthermore, the organization could authorize me to lead the Monitor, Assess, and Duplicate or
Revise (MADRe) step or determine the most qualified agent to execute the last step.
On the other hand, an agent can go through the Alternate Business Model process with
another organization. Since the Alternate Business Model (ABM) is the diagnostic or active
utilization of all the processes by an organization to formulate a strategic plan and change
systemic issues in the organization and its communities, an organization can use the model's
actively dynamic perspective. Therefore, the enterprise is already an active leader and uses the
model as a tool to establish its place in the Alternate Business Model process so that it can
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duplicate and continue its progression to improve systemic issues in the organization and its
community. On the other hand, an organization can determine itself more diagnostic like Berean
Institute; then, it addresses the ability of the organization to use the Alternate Business Model
process so that it can revise its regression to improve systemic issues in the organization and its
community.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A1: Processes

The Five Proposed Steps for a Strategic Management Process

Certified Financial Planning Board: The 7 – Step Financial Planning Process
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Appendix A1: Processes
An Organization’s Strategic Approach to the Sustainability Process.
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Appendix B: Innovative, Social Alternate Business Model (ABM) Framework
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